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ABSTRACT
A survey has been completed to examine the problems and complications
arising from wind loading on solar concentrators. Wind loading is site
specific and has an important bearing on the design, cost, performance,
operation and maintenance, safety, survival, and replacement of solar
collecting systems. Emphasis herein is on paraboloidal, two-axis tracking
systems. Thermal receiver problems also are discussed.
Wind characteristics are discussed from a general point of view; current
methods for determining design wind speed are reviewed. Aerodynamic
coefficients are defined and illustrative examples are presented. Wind tunnel
testing is discussed,and environmental wind tunnels are reviewed; recent
results on heliostat arrays are reviewed as well. Aeroelasticity in relation
to structural design is discussed briefly.
Wind loads, i.e., forces and moments, are proportional to the square of
the mean wind velocity. Forces are proportional to the square of concentrator
diameter, and moments are proportional to the cube of diameter. Thus, wind
loads have an important bearing on size selection from both cost and perfor-
mance standpoints. It is concluded that sufficient information exists so that
reasonably accurate predictions of wind loading are possible for a given
paraboloidal concentrator configuration, provided that reliable and relevant
wind conditions are specified. Such predictions will be useful to the design
engineer and to the systems engineer as well. Information is lacking, however,
on wind effects in field arrays of paraboloidal concentrators. Wind tunnel
tests have been performed on model heliostat arrays, but there are important
aerodynamic differences between heliostats and paraboloidal dishes.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
Many fields of engineering and the physical sciences come to bear in the
successful design, construction and operation of paraboloidal reflectors,
whether they are solar concentrators, radio antennas, or astronomical radio/
optical telescopes. They are, to varying degrees, large precision instruments
that must perform well even in often hostile environments.
Performance of reflecting surfaces depends essentially on two types of
factors: (1) manufacturing and assembly tolerances, and (2) changes brought
about by environmental conditions. There is no single universally accepted
definition of surface accuracy, partly because of a disparity between applied,
theoretical statistical methods and practical, low-cost measurement techniques.
The problem is to relate measurable and quantifiable surface irregularities to
overall optical performance. Surface slope error frequently has been used for
characterizing the optical performance of solar paraboloidal surfaces, e.g.,
see Appendix A of Reference 1.
Environmental factors may stem from climate/weather effects or geolog5.cal
effects. Among the former are hail, snow/ice loads, sand/dirt erosion, thermal
differentials caused by variable heating effects such as partial shading, and
wind loads varying from "normal" to those caused by severe local storms such as
thunderstorms and tornados; wind loading tends to exacerbate other environmen-
tal effects. Included in the latter (geological factors) are Earth settling
and slippage, and earthquakes. Additionally, there are static gravitational
loads that must be addressed during design. Clearly, all of these factors must
be considered in a cost and performance tradeoff for design, fabrication, and
long-term operation. The utility or degree of expected usage of a solar plant
will singularly affect the tradeoffs.
The present survey is confined mostly to wind loading, which itself is
extremely complicated and has far-reaching consequences. Wind loads have a
direct influence on the design, cost, optical performance, operation and
maintenance, safety, survival, and replacement of solar concentrators. These
will aff ect :
• Dimensional stability of structural reflecting surfaces and support
structures
• Pointing and tracking accuracy
• Loads on drive mechanisms
• Safety/survival (in high Winds)
• Base/foundation design
• Potential structural vibrations that depend on wind conditions,
aerodynamic shape, natural frequency, and structural damping
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Wind loads, i.e., forces, and moments or torques, depend on a large number of
variables that include:
• Dish configuration, e.g., focal length to diameter ratio (f/D), and
porosity of reflecting surfaces
• Dish diameter (concentrator size)
• Wind velocity (speed and direction)
• Wind velocity profile
• Gust (turbulence) magnitude and frequency
• Ground clearance (dish to ground)
• Steering axis position/location
• Design of base, reflecting surface support, and multipod structures
• Field layout (multiple dish systems)
The main purposes of this survey were to review wind loading consid-
erations for paraboloidal solar concentrators and to document useful sources
of information that are pertinent to the various aspects of wind loading.
Information is presented on general wind characteristics, design wind speed,
aerodynamic coefficients, wind tunnel testing of models, and aeroelasticity
problems. Results on heliostat field arrays will be discussed as well. Some
wind data for Edwards Air Force Base is presented in the Appendixes. The
material 1s not intended to be directly applicable for design purposes but,
rather, to illustrate descriptive examples. Liberal use has been made of
charts, graphs, and tables taken (or adapted) from other literature; therefore,
an unavoidable mixture of English and metric units is seen.
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SECTION II
BACKGROUND
Rudimentary wind engineering has historic roots dating at least as early
as the design of windmills, to develop mechanical power, and wind shelters.
The development of large urban and industrial centers containing many large
and complex structures required more sophisticated approaches for wind load-
ing design. An early application of modern wind engineering was to suspension
bridges (Ref. 2). Building codes have evolved and are steadily being improved
as the local safety and comfort needs dictate. A large and growing literature
on wind engineering exists; a new periodical, The Journal of Industrial
Aerodynamics, is devoted to such diverse applications as wind turbines, smoke
stacks and cooling towers, high-rise buildings, ground transportation, air
pollution problems, and atmospheric physics. Within the last decade special
wind tunnels have been developed and used in model studies for numerous
industrial, environmental, and meteorological applications.
The starting point for this review was the literature relating to
terrestrial radio antennas for deep-space communications. Work on large,
steerab1e radio antennas began in the late 1950s and continued throughout the
19608; a wealth of information is furnished in Ref. 3. The Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) began wind tunnel testing of paraboloidal reflectors during
the early 1960's; the immediate application of that work was to the large
Goldstone radio antenna at the Goldstone Deep-Space Communication Complex
(GnSCC);see Ref. 4. It is interesting that the total cost of the model wind
tunnel testing for the Goldstone antenna was less than 1% of the total estimated
project cost (Ref. 5). It is likely that wind tunnel testing costs for model
paraboloidal solar concentrators and field arrays would be an even smaller
fraction of the total cost of a solar plant.
There are several recurring themes in the radio antenna wind engineering
literature. Wind conditions are highly site specific and, therefore, reliable
wind measurements as close to the selected site as possible are highly desirable,
and records should include as many years of observation as possible. Both
"steady" and gust velocities should be known to help determine the design wind
velocity as well as various safety factors for design. The cost/performance
tradeoff will be strongly influenced by this input information. Clearly, a
too-high design wind velocity will result in an over-designed, costly reflector;
but the probability of reduced performance, reduced operating time, and suscep-
tibility to damage will increase with decreasing design velocity. Good wind
tunnel data should be available for design. Wind tunnel tests on scale models
should be performed because they may provide crucial information, and will incur
an insignificant relative investment.
Very little wind tunnel information on solar dish concentrators exists
for single models, and none exists for field-array models. Radio antenna data .
probably are sufficient for preliminary design purposes, but may not be adequate
for final design or field deployment. Radio antennas differ from solar
concentrators .in many respects. Large radio antennas are larger than solar
concentrators are ever likely to be. They are custom, one-of-a-kind designs
that are not intended for mass production. They are relatively deeper (shorter
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f/D), and have different operating modes; long-term reliability must be higher
than solar concentrators. Finally, they are not used in close-packed arrays.
Although radio antennas are moving (tracking) structures, paraboloidal
radio reflectors generally are designed by methods similar to those used for
buildings, i.e., a static design wind velocity is used. However, there are
different wind velocity values associated with different performance and safety
levels. Some preliminary wind requirements for the Goldstone antenna are
shown in Table 1 as they were set forth in Ref. 5.
A scenario for probability of wind damage is shown in Figure 1 (from
Ref. 6), where wind pressure is proportional to the square of wind velocity.
Failure modes are converted to the probability of wind damage occurrence in
the lower part of Figure 1. Repair costs mount with increasing wind velocity.
Failure (Ref. 6) is defined as structural collapse or permanent deformations
that affect pointing/tracking accuracy and/or performance. Structural defor-
mations have been widely discussed in the literature (e.g., Refs. 6, 7, and 8).
Complete damage or failure necessitates module replacement. In the case of a
large field array, it might be possible to develop different strategies for
repair/replacement using statistical models for local wind conditions and
reliability statistics developed for components, modules, and groups of modules.
Such studies might affect initial capital costs as well as operation and
maintenance costs.
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SECTION III
WIND CHARACTERISTICS
Wind is caused by atmospheric pressure differences that arise from unequal
heating of the Earth's surface. Atmospheric disturbances may vary in size from
very small (several meters) to almost global proportions. Important factors
that influence the wind include the Earth's rotation, cloud cover, precipitation,
nonuniform surface temperature and roughness, and topographic relief (Ref. 9).
It is very difficult to characterize wind mathematically because of its extreme
variability and randomness. Useful descriptions -can be formulated by statistical
approaches, expecially when high-quality, long-term wind measurements exist
fora specific site of interest. Such work has been in progress for the solar
thermal plant planned for the Barstow, California site (Ref. 10). In that case,
10 years of data at the Daggett, China Lake, and Edwards Air Force Base weather
stations have been utilized. Parameters in common use include time-average of
wind speed and temperature, recurrence periods for maximum wind speeds, proba-
bilities coupling wind direction at a specified speed, and variations in velocity
components (turbulence). All of these parameters may vary with height above
the Earth's surface. Height variations are discussed subsequently.
A. THE ATMOSPHERIC SURFACE LAYER
The planetary, or atmospheric, boundary layer is loosely described as a
layer that has a thickness of roughly 1000 ft, i.e., it extends to an altitude,
which varies with many conditions such as surface roughness, of several thou-
san4 feet. In approximately the upper 90% of this layer, the Earth's rotation
and thermal stratification play dominant roles. There may be strong vertical
mixing; wind direction varies with altitude and need not be parallel (locally)
to the Earth's surface. It is at the upper regions of the planetary boundary
layer that the geostrophic or "free-stream" wind speed is achieved unencumbered
by surface friction. This velocity is sometimes called the gradient velocity,
and has been expressed (Ref. 11) as:
rw sin xC( pdP/dN + i )1/2 - 1 ]~ rw2 sin2 A (1)
where r is the radius of curvature of isobars, w is the Earth's rotational
speed, X is angle of latitude, dP/dN represents the pressure gradient, and P
is the density of air. For example, Equation (1) is useful when precise weather
data exists.
Figure 2 (from Ref. 9) shows a typical planetary boundary layer model.
Conditions for the model are that the atmosphere is horizontally homogeneous,
dry, with adiabatic lapse rate, no vertical motions, invariant velocity
fluctuations, and negligible effects of turbulence. The lower portion of the
planetary boundary layer is often called the atmospheric surface layer
(Figure 2). Its thickness may vary from 100 ft (Ref. 12) to perhaps 500 ft
and, for neutrally stable atmospheres, it often is a region of constant stress,
momentum, and heat fluxes for moderate to strong winds. The atmospheric surface
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layer may be very thin at night (Ref. 12), when thermal stratification is
strong. Because most man-made structures will be immersed in the atmospheric
surface layer, it is the region of main interest. The Earth's rotation and
thermal stratification are not dominant effects for strong wind conditions in
the atmospheric surface layer. Moderate to strong wind conditions are important
for structure design; conversely, weak wind conditions may be more critical for
air-pollution problems.
B. VELOCITY PROFILES AND MODELS
An awareness of wind velocity variation with height above ground is
important to the wind and design engineers for two reasons: (1) wind loads
vary as the square of time-mean velocity and, therefore, the effects of varying
forces and moments become increasingly important as the size of a structure
increases, and (2) wind tunnel testing of model structures should be conducted
using a boundary layer that closely models an expected atmospheric surface
layer. The latter point becomes apparent for dish antennas in Figure 3 (from
Ref. 13). Note the variation of dynamic pressure across the antenna surface
for various elevation angles. Note, also, that the unmodified wind tunnel
boundary layer would lead to essentially constant (vertically invariant)
velocity across the antenna surface.
Various empirical and semi-empirical forms have been developed to express
the variation of wind velocity with height. These include the spiral, expo-
nential and logarithmic forms. Various logarithmic forms have been developed
(e.g., Refs. 12, 14, and 15). Exponential, or power law, forms are more
commonly used for design purposes because of their simplicity and relatively
good accuracy (e.g., Refs. 9,11, and 15). The general power-law expression is:
(2)
where z is height above ground, VG is the gradient wind velocity at the gradient
height zG' and n is the power-law index. Equation (2) is similar to common
boundary layer profiles that occur in fluid dynamics, e.g., n has the value of
2 and 7, respectively, for fully developed laminar and turbulent flat-plate
boundary layers. A test of the power-law expression for the wind velocity
profile shown in Figure 2 is presented in Figure 4, where individual points
have been taken from Figure 2. The inverse slope in log-log coordinates is
0.35 so that n = 2.86; the fit is good up to a height of approximately 300 m,
or about 1000 ft. Equation (2) was found to fit six different sets of airport
weather data (measured at either 10 m or 100 m) using a value of n = 6 (Ref. 16).
Both nand zG vary with surface roughness, and zG may vary at the same
site between day and night and the seasons of the year. Surface roughness
does not refer to the height of individual structures or obstacles (trees,
rocks, etc.) but rather to the statistical average that gives rise to the
local surface friction. Davenport (Ref. 11) was able to correlate a large
amount of wind data to arrive at a relationship between surface roughness and
values of nand zG. His results are reproduced here in Table 2 and Figure
5. Cermak (Ref. 9) replotted Davenport's data in a form shown here in Figure 6,
where lin and zG are plotted as functions of the statistical surface roughness
length zo. The lower curve for l/n (Figure 6) is based on an empirical
expression proposed in Ref. 17.
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The reference velocity VG (gradient wind velocity) used in Equation (2),
and displayed in Figure 5, is based on relatively few high-altitude measurements
and is difficult to establish. Wind measurements in this country and Europe
are becoming standardized at 30 ft and 10 m off the ground, respectively.
Airport weather data abounds. Thus, it is convenient to convert'Equation (2)
to a reference velocity at 30 ft for flat, open country (i.e., n = 7,
zG = 900 ft):
or
where Vz is wind speed at height z, V30 is the reference velocity at 30 ft
above ground, and zG is the gradient wind height (Table 2 or Figure 6).
(3)
Power-law and logarithmic velocity profile models are valid only for
neutral or near-neutral atmospheric conditions in flat terrain far removed
from large topographic features. They apply for relatively slow-changing
weather conditions (near-steady state) when changes in the horizontal plane
are small. The simplest case of neutral stability occurs when the vertical
temperature distribution follows the adiabatic lapse rate. Thus, these models
apply for moderate to strong winds and to large-scale mature storms where
turbulence causes thorough mixing without violent thermal interchange; the
dominating influence is surface roughness. They do not apply to st~rms with
strong vertical interchanges that destroy the boundary layer structure and
are therefore unstable. Examples of unstable storms are severe local thunder-
storms, frontal squalls, tornados, and hurricanes. In such storms vertical
heat and momentum exhanges are dominant factors, not the surface roughness; in
fact, the power-law exponent lin may approach zero for such storms. In recent
years much progress has been made in modeling the planetary boundary layer,
for both stable and unstable atmospheric conditions (Ref. 18).
Stable atmospheric conditions occur when the temperature increases with
height, i.e., the inversion case. Temperature inversions most often occur at
night when the atmospheric surface layer tends to be the thinnest and the
surface wind speeds are the smallest. However, they may occur during the day
as well. In Figure 7 (from Ref. 19), a low-level jet is revealed by three
smoke plumes issuing from a weather tower at Brookhaven, New York. A hypo-
thetical velocity profile (artist's rendition), divided into three zones, has
been superimposed on the photograph. The location of zero velocity, but '
maximum wind shear, appears to be about 75 ft above ground. Low-level jets
can be dangerous to landing aircraft (Ref. 14). Rather large (mesoscale)
nocturnal jet winds may occur between inVersion layers and are common in flat,
open country (Ref. 20).
For additional information the reader may consult Refs. 9, 11, 12, 14, 15,
17, and 18.
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C. GUST CHARACTERISTICS
Gust and turbulence characteristics are important for solar concentrators
insofar as they contribute to additional wind loads above those based on mean
wind speed, cause aerodynamic vibration and amplification, and affect pointing
and tracking. Of interest are the magnitude of fluctuating components of
velocity, their duration or period, the frequency and probability of their
occurrence, relations or correlations among the various components, and the
spat~al size of eddies. This is a specialized and extremely complex field that
cannot be treated in depth in this report; the reader may consult Refs. 9, 15,
19, 21, and 22 for more detailed information. Short wind fluctuations that
appear over a period of 1 hour are generally termed gusts (Ref. 22); turbulent
fluctuations seem to be associated with even shorter time durations, and usually
refer to rapid, random departures from the mean wind speed.
A typical record of horizontal wind speed is shown at three heights above
ground in Figure 8 (from Ref. 22). Note that the wind speed seems to have a
steady component with superimposed irregular fluctuations. The steady component
increases with height but the fluctuating component seems to be relatively
independent of height, in agreement with one of the conclusions of Ref. 19. Long-
duration fluctuations seem similar at the different heights, but this is not
true of short-duration fluctuations. Mean wind speed calculated over periods
of 20 min to 1 hour probably will differ little over various randomly selected
periods, but mean wind speeds for short periods, such as 1/2 min, will vary
considerably. Hence, wind speeds averaged over a i-hour duration are best
adapted to determining wind loads except for conditions when weather is changing
rapidly.
It is well known that fluctuating fluid components can markedly increase
the forces on a submerged body. Figure 9, for example, shows the increase in
drag coefficient in air of a flat plate in fluctuating flow. In Figure 9
(from Ref. 22), the abscissa is the dimensionless reduced frequency. In fluid
mechanics this is the Strouhal number commonly associated with periodic, or
vortex, flows; the symbol n is the frequency of the "periodic·· fluctuations
superimposed on a mean speed of V. The Strouhal number is, essentially, a
dimensionless frequency of vortex shedding or wake periodicity. In the example
shown here, the effective drag coefficient may increase by a factor of 1.5 to
1.8 because of fluctuating flow. See Ref. 16 for further examples and
discussion.
The magnitude of gusts relative to the mean wind speed is of interest for
design purposes. A typical example of the maximum 3-s gust speed in a given
hour, and the mean speed at a height of 10 m, is shown to be dependent on
surface roughness in Figure lOa (from Ref. 23). The surface roughnesses
indicated in Figure lOa are similar to those shown in Figure 6. Figure lOb
(from Ref. 23) shows how the power-law index [Equations (2) and (3)] varies
with the same surface roughness coefficient KR used in Figure lOa.
The anomolies of wind at specific sites are illustrated by the experimental
observations of Ref. 24. At a site in Bedford, England, the occurrence of large,
rapid wind fluctuations under otherwise light wind conditions is a relatively
frequent event. These squall-like fluctuations did not correspond to the usual
relationship between the physical size of the fluctuations and the mean wind
speed, and were attributed to atmospheric convection.
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Figure 11 (from Ref. 22) characterizes the energy spectrum of wind
fluctuations (mean square) as a function of fluctuation wavelength. The
significance of the energy spectrum is related to the vibrational response
times of structural elements exposed to the wind. Figure 11 shows the spectrum
of combined horizontal components of wind velocity. The dimensionless spectral
density contains a factor K, which is the surface drag coefficient; K depends
on surface roughness and has suggested values that correspond to the four
terrain types indicated in Figure 6. The energy spectrum peaks at a wavelength
of about 2000 ftin Figure 11. Thus, the period would be about 20 s for a wind
speed of 100 ft/s (68 mph), which is much longer than vibrational structural
periods of even large antennas. For smaller periods (fractions of a second),
the energy drops off significantly. At heights lower than 10 m the energy
spectrum retains a similar shape, but shifts to the right.
Horizontal gustiness generates force and moment fluctuations. Vertical
gustiness may be important too, and may contribute to problems related to stow
conditions in paraboloidal concentrators (face-up, or face-down). Vertical
gustiness has a spectrum similar to that shown in Figure 11, but the energy is
less. Frequency distributions for the longitudinal, transverse (cross-wind),
and vertical wind velocity components are shown in Figure 12 (from Ref. 19);
they can be approximated by Gaussian distributions. The horizontal components
generally are much larger than the vertical component for near-neutral stability
conditions. Fluctuation intensities tend to remain constant with increasing
height. Standard deviations of the three wind fluctuation components vary
linearly with mean wind speed and bear fixed relations to one another (Ref. 19).
D. SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR SOLAR MODULES AND PLANTS
There are many existing studies that characterize the energy cost and
performance of candidate concepts for solar production of electric power (e.g.,
Refs. 1, 25, and 26). Insolation differences among representative sites have
been studied as well (e.g., Ref. 27). In all of these studies, the annual
production of energy is calculated assuming various site-specific models of
insolation. Assuming that local wind characteristics contribute significantly
to concentrator and module design, cost, and performance, it is clear that
local wind models should be incorporated into annual energy production estimates.
Annual energy production depends on viable operating time as well as
insolation. Operating time will, in turn, depend on wind conditions, i.e.,
statistical measures of daily, seasonal, and yearly wind speed and direction
properties that affect operational modes (Table 1). There will be site-specific
intersections of solar insolation models and wind models that modify operating
time. For some sites, including perhaps the high desert, there may occur
higher order, wind-condition models that relate probability of ice formation
(Which contributes to static loads) with high-wind conditions. Finally, the
probability of intense and damage-producing storms, such as tornados and
hurricanes, needs to be included as a tradeoff with earthquake damage. In the
longer range, probability and risk studies associated with wind damage to
field arrays may merit investigation. In large field arrays, the damage or
destruction probability of individual modules will influence plant operations
and maintenance. As a supporting example, it has been observed (Ref. 1) that
the occurrence of local wind direction not parallel to the ground is not
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uncommon in Southern California locations. Thus, operational conditions near and
at the stow position of paraboloidal concentrators could be affected significantly.
Hybrid operation of solar modules, i.e., the use of fossil fuel combustion
to supplement solar energy input, presents yet different problems when consid-
ering wind environments. The potential for fouling of reflecting surfaces by
exhaust products would seem to be high for fossil fuel operation during nighttime
hours when the paraboloidal dish is stowed facing to the ground. Additionally,
the dissipation of pollutants might be a problem under very stable atmospheric
conditions that generate inversions or low-level jets (e.g., Figure 7). Although
the latter problem might be minimal for solar plants in cities and large suburbs,
the effect in remote sites and small communities could be more serious.
The JPL Parabolic Dish Test Site (PDTS) is located at Edwards Air Force
Base, California (Ref. 28). It is appropriate herein to include some wind
measurement data for that site (see Appendix A for some results and discussion).
An interesting problem concerns the design wind speed that is appropriate for
the PDTS: Only minimal test data can be obtained on hardware that is designed
and rated for a much lower, annual average wind speed than is indigenous to
the PDTS. However, the problem is mitigated by the relatively short hardware
test times (a few months to a year or two) in comparison to statistical design
wind speeds obtained from many years of weather data.
Finally, there is concern that there may be a disparity between design
wind speed, for specific sites, and actual values used for general design
purposes. Suppose, for example, that only one, or a few, generic concentrator
designs are to be developed as limited by the availability of development funds,
and that the intended sites for applications experiments are unknown during the
development period. Then, the designs must be developed to meet the highest
expected design wind speed. This would lead to over-designed, high-cost
systems if the actual applications sites turned out to have much more benign
wind environments. That is, it is unlikely that a few designs can be develped
to match the needs for all expected sites unless a penalty for over-design is
deemed acceptable. To illuminate this problem, it would be useful to select a
specific concentrator concept, and to estimate how its mass production cost
would vary with design wind speed and concentrator size.
E. SITE SELECTION AND COMPLEX TERRAIN
The site selection for large solar thermal plants obviously depends on
many requirements and factors. Good annual average insolation is a leading
requirement and has been dealt with in detail, e.g., Ref. 27. Of interest herein
is the consideration of wind effects, which have received little attention.
Desirable would be a site having high insolation and moderate-to-low mean wind
speeds, with a minimum number of large, peak-wind events. Useful information
correlating insolation and wind speeds has become. available recently (Ref. 29).
Results for 26 SOLMET stations distributed throughout the United States, which
utilized wind speed data for more than 12 years, were analyzed. The correlations
indicated that more than 97% of the available direct insolation occurred at
wind speeds of 15 mls (approximately 34 mph) or less, for all 26 stations. As
will be shown later, these results are encouraging with respect to routine dish
operation, albeit at degraded accuracy. Methodology developed for wind energy
conversion systems (Ref. 30) well might be useful for solar thermal plants as
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well. This three-dimensional model interpolates values of wind from measure-
ments at irregularly spaced stations (weather stations) and accounts for terrain
features.
The influence of complex terrain features on local wind conditions has
received considerable attention in recent years, e.g., Refs. 31 through 34.
In Ref. 31, theoretical statistical models involving the key turbulence
parameters were developed for uniform and rolling terrain, as well as for
complex terrain including hills and escarpments. Table 3 (from Ref. 31) shows
a qualitative relationship that was conjectured for turbulence and atmospheric
weather conditions. Note that moderately and extremely unstable conditions
tend to occur together with light, daytime winds. Wind tunnel model tests and
measurements for a variety of complex terrain configurations are reported in
Refs. 32 and 33. A classification of the effects of terrain on atmospheric
motions is shown in Table 4 (from Ref. 32). Note use of the terms: microscale,
mesoscale, and macroscale, and the regimes for which physical models have been
studied.
Field measurements over complex terrain are reported in Ref. 34. It was
found that fluctuations in vertical velocity were governed alone by the surface
roughness length. However, larger-scale terrain features themselves were found
to increase fluctuation of the horizontal wind components.
At a selected site, the placement of both insolation and wind measurement
instrumentation is important for determining accurate, long-term plant performance
and, in the case of wind, for determining when the concentrators (or heliostats)
are to be driven to stow position for safety and survival during plant shutdown.
Insolation measurements made at Barstow, California, (Ref. 35) over a
field area approximating the Solar lO-MWe Pilot Plant size indicated both
spatial and temporal changes due to irregular cloud cover. These phenomena
have practical applications for selecting the number and location of insolation
measurement instruments that determine plant performance and control transient
operation. It is interesting that the wind energy conversion developers
(Ref. 36) have made a similar study with respect to wind measurements from wind
turbine field arrays. Errors in establishing reference wind velocity can occur
according to the placement of the measurement instruments (anemometers) with
respect to the field array.
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SECTION IV
DESIGN WIND SPEED
At one time the building and structures industry used peak velocities from
maximum gust records for design wind speed; the inadequacy of this approach
has been discussed (Ref. 11). It is now common practice in the United States
to use the annual extreme wind velocity averaged over 1 mile, or 1 min, as the
basic design wind speed for steady wind loads. The approach has been developed
by Davenport (Refs. 11 and 37), Thom (Ref. 3~), and others. The "extreme
fastest mile" (or minute) has a sound physical basis, is well suited to natural
wind phenomena, adapts well to existing wind instrumentation and, therefore,
permits maximum uitilization of the numerous weather station recording facilities
at airports. It seems to be the best approach for solar field applications as
well.
Sets of Wind/weather records may be related numerically by extreme value
theory to account for the number of years of record, the quality and consistency
of records, the location of instrument height above ground, and the relative
ground surface roughness. The standard height for quoting basic design wind
speeds is 30 ft, in the United States. These data easily can be converted to
any desired height by applying the power-law velocity profile; for many airport
sites the weather data correspond well to a 1/7 power law (Figure 6). As will
be shown, data that are adequate for preliminary design purposes exist, and may
be used if specific site data is lacking.
A. STATISTICAL APPROACHES
Wind risk models are useful for generating design approaches. The proba-
bility for the occurrence of wind velocity near Barstow, California, is
illustrated in Figure 13 (from Ref. 10); the annual probability for winds to
exceed 50 mph is 35 to 40%. Note that the probability of occurrence of
tornados (an extreme, unstable, local storm) is orders of magnitude less than
"straight" winds associated with large, mature storms (Figure 13). This is in
agreement with other estimates for tornados (Ref. 38).
Essentially equivalent approaches are outlined in Refs. 11, 37, 38, and 39.
Annual extreme wind data series are fitted with an empirical distribution
function which can be expressed as:
(4)
where V is a threshold wind velocity, a and c are parameters that are estimated
from actual wind data, and F is the probability that the annual extreme fastest
mile will be less than V. An example of such a fit is illustrated in Figure 14.
The parameter (1 - F) is related to the risk probability of Figure 13.
However, it seems that different distribution functions were employed to obtain
Figures 13 and 14 (note that the ordinates of Figure 14 are not logarithmic
scales). Information such as shown in Figure 14 can be applied for design
purposes.
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A more useful and practical approach introduces the concept of structure
(plant) lifetime. Lifetime is defined as the number of years of usefulness, T,
as determined by obsolescence or deterioration. Introducing a risk q that the
basic design wind velocity V will be exceeded in T years, the mean return (or
recurrence) period R of the basic wind speed is given by:
R ... -T/ln(l - q), or -T/q for small q (5)
Building codes (e.g., Ref. 40) specify that R should be: (1) 100 years for
permanent structures that present a high sensitivity to wind and an unusually
high degree of hazard to life and property, (2) 50 years for ordinary permanent
struct~reSt and (3) 25 years for negligible risk structures that are not
intended for human application. Until contrary evidence is presented, it
seems that R ... 100 years should be adopted for solar plants. Equation (5) is
plotted in Figure 15 for three different values of T. Clearly, large values
of R are required to achieve a low risk, q. For T ... 10 and q = 0.10, R ... 100
years. Structure designs become increasingly robust as the risk q diminishes,
or as the recurrence period R increases.
The required gradient wind velocity (see Section 111.1 and Figure 2) to
satisfy the basic design speed is obtained by extreme value theory (see Refs. 11,
37, and 38):
(6)
where a and u are determined from local wind data. Values of VG can then be
transformed to basic design speed at a reference height (e.g., 30 ft) by
applying the appropriate terrain roughness factor and the power-law velocity
profile (Equation 2).
This process has been done for the entire United States (e.g., see Ref. 40),
and the results are suitable for very rough design purposes. Contour maps for
three different recurrence intervals are given in Appendix B; the annual extreme
fastest mile is referenced to a height of 30 ft above ground. The average
extreme fastest mile governs the annual maximum, steady wind loads; it does
not account for gust loading. Values of the basic wind speed from the figures
given in Appendix B can be converted to any height desired by using Equation(3).
B. EFFECTS OF WIND GUSTINESS
For structures that are anticipated to be sensitive to gust loading, there
are standard procedures for dealing with gustiness (Ref. 40). This is done by
assiguing gust response factors that account for an increase in loading over
that derived from the basit design speed. A general expression for the gust
response factor is:
(7)
where a~ is the ratio of the standard deviation of the wind loading to the
mean wind loading, and cl and c2 are constants. A value of Gf = 1.0 corresponds
to the fastest-mile wind speed. Gust response factors do not account for
vortex shedding or instabilities because of galloping or flutter. Vortex
shedding, a precursor of galloping, can generate aeolian vibrations (like
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violin strings); galloping is a high-amplitude, low-frequency vibration such
as may occur in ice-coated electric transmission lines, towers, and tall,
slender buildings. Gust reponse factors are best determined from wind tunnel
model tests. Detailed information on gust response factors can be found in
Refs. 41, 42, 43, and 44. It is interesting that some wind data shows that
there is a linear relationship between peak wind gusts and the annual fastest
mile (Ref. 38). However, in Ref. 44 it is shown that the annual mean wind
speed and the annual peak gust speed correlate very poorly.
For specific design purposes, more sophisticated approaches have been
developed (Ref. 22) The velocity of gust responses is examined with respect
to the mean response, the probability of the response, and its spectrum (Figure
16). Using conventional assumptions, a linear differential equation can be
developed for the response of an elastic structure to fluctuating pressure
forces (Ref. 22). If the velocity fluctuations are small compared to the mean
wind speed and are sinusoidal, analysis indicates that pressure fluctuations
are four times as great as the velocity fluctuations. Corresponding forces
and moments arising from gusts then may be calculated. In Figure 16, the
aerodynamic admittance relates the fluctuating aerodynamic forces with the
fluctuating velocities arising from wind gusts.
Short duration gusts can be an important concern to the antenna or
concentrator designer. Dynamic load response depends on the history of the
load as well as the structure. Structure behavior can be assessed in terms of
the natural period of vibration of elastic systems. Peak loads and time history
have no significance for gust durations that are small compared with the natural
period. The opposite is true for gust durations of the same order as the
natural period. Critical components smaller than the reflector structure may
have much shorter natural vibration periods; thus, information on very short
duration gusts may be necessary to establish safety factors for all the
individual structural components.
C. HEIGHT SELECTION FOR DESIGN WIND SPEED
Because wind forces are proportional to the dynamic pressure (PV2/2), and
the wind velocity varies with height above ground, a natural question arises as
to how the height above ground should be selected for a given structure. If
the maximum height of the structure is selected, then it is likely that a very
conservative structural design will result, i.e., an over-design. In the final
stages of design, large and very tall structures (or structures that are highly
sensitive to wind) will require specific and detailed analyses using the best
site-specific wind data that are available. For preliminary design, more
convenient and simpler approaches are appropriate.
To assess this problem for solar concentrators, an elementary analysis
has been performed (Appendix C). As an approximation, a square plate with
basic dimension L and a ground clearance g is placed vertical and normal to an
approaching wind with speed V. A power-law wind velocity profile is assumed
but ground interference effects are ignored. Force is obtained by integration
of the wind pressure over the area of the square plate; for this purpose force
coefficients are assumed to be unity. The result is compared with the force
calculated using the velocity at the height of the plate centerline. A second
case is considered by comparing the force calculated using the wind speed at
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the top of the plate and the force calculated using the centerline speed. When
the force ratios are formed for the two cases, the results can be expressed in
terms of two parameters, the dimensionless ground spacing b = gIL, and the
denominator n of the power-law exponent, see Equation (2).
The results are shown in Figure 17. Figure l7a is a plot of the ratio of
the "actual" (integrated) force to the force derived from using the centerline
velocity. For n = 2, i.e., parabolic wind velocity profile, the ratio is unity
for all b, indicating that zero error is incurred by using the plate centerline
velocity. Use of the centerline velocity will underestimate the actual force by
approximately 3% or less for b > 0.1. The force ratio using wind velocities
at the top and centerline of the plate, respectively, is shown in Figure l7b.
This ratio may be viewed as a safety factor. For n = 7, the ratio is between
1.2 and 1.1 for b > 0.1.
These results clearly are illustrative only; they will not be accurate for
paraboloidal concentrators over widely varying azimuth and elevation angles.
They do show, however, that the design wind speed corresponding to the concen-
trator centerline probably is adequate for first-order estimates of wind forces.
D. RECOMMENDED DESIGN SPEEDS FOR EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE
The JPL Parabolic Dish Test Site (PDTS) is 'located at Edwards Air Force
Base, California (Ref. 28). The approach used in Table 1 was adopted; the
center point of the Goldstone antenna was assumed to be 115 ft above ground.
All values were scaled down to a standard 30-ft height using a 1/7 power-law
wind-speed profile applicable to flat, open country. An exception was made
for the survival of the reflector in any position; for this case the design
speed was retained as 70 mph, which agrees with Figure B-1 (Appendix B) for
R • 100 years. Further adjustments were made taking into account the data
given in Ref. 45. The base values for standard 30-ft height then were scaled
with height above ground using a 1/7 power-law profile. The results are shown
in Figure 18. Design speeds for any size concentrator may be obtained for the
five selected operating conditions by selecting a height above ground corre-
sponding to the reflector centerline, or pivot point.
E. STANDARDS AND CODES
Although the annual extreme fastest mile is used as the basis for design
wind speed in the United States (Ref. 40), this is not the case in Australia,
Britain, and Canada (Refs. 44 and 46). Tables 5, 6, and 7 (from Ref. 46) show
comparisons of these four standards for wind loading. Tables 5 and 6 show the
differences in the reference wind speed; the differences are significant,
considering that wind forces and moments depend on the square of wind speed.
Table 7 indicates that the Australian and Canadian standards are more flexible
than the British and United States standards. Consult Ref. 46 for the cited
references to the foreign standards.
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SECTION V
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES
Although emphasis is placed herein on paraboloidal, two-axis tracking
solar concentrators, it is of interest to review, briefly, previous work done
on other types of collectors and concentrators.
Experimental and theoretical wind loading and heat transfer work on f1at-
plate collectors is reported in Refs. 47, 48, and 49. References 48 and 49
also give results on air flow over buildings for the application of roof-top
collectors, a subject that is not widely discussed in the solar literature.
Single collectors, or arrays, mounted on the roofs of industrial, commercial,
or residential buildings will experience greatly different approaching wind
conditions than are discussed in Sections III and IV. The power-law index lIn
(Table 2 and Figures 5 and 6) is very large for urban centers and may not be
-applicable in specific cases because of the complex configuration of local
buildings and structures. One effect, the lateral spacing of buildings, is
treated in Ref. 50.
Work on flat-plate photovoltaic arrays is reported in Refs. 51 through 53,
and work on parabolic troughs and trough field arrays is reported in Refs. 54
through 57. Considerable work has been accomplished on heliostats (Refs. 58
through 65), varying from wind tunnel tests on a full-scale heliostat to models
of field arrays including the effects of perimeter fences. Further discussion
on heliostats is given in Section IX. Sachs (Ref. 44) provides much information
on the aerodynamic coefficients of paraboloidal radio antennas. A detailed
review of paraboloidal reflectors and concentrators is given next in Section VI.
Murphy (Refs. 66 and 67) provides some interesting wind-loading comparisons
among various types of collectors and concentrators; his work will be discussed
in Section VI. I.
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SECTION VI
AERODYNAMICS OF PARABOLOIDAL DISHES
A paraboloidal concentrator essentially is a circular, parabolic-arc
airfoil which, depending on design, mayor may not have a sharp leading edge.
In general, it will behave aerodynamically like an airfoil, or airplane wing,
located near the ground. Ground interference effects may be more important at
some combinations of azimuth and elevation than at others (the corresponding
terms in aerodynamics are yaw, and pitch, or angle of attack), just as airfoils
experience an ""added" lift at angle of attack near the ground. The resultant
force on the concentrator acts through the center of pressure and, for con-
venience, may be resolved into three components, e.g., lift, drag, and lateral
force. Moments arising from these forces will depend on the structural pivot-
point location with respect to the paraboloidal surface. The power required
for actuating drive components will be determined by the moments, or torques.
Even when the wind is parallel to the ground, the relative wind vector
may differ in attitude because of upwash and downwash effects induced by the
concentrator acting as an airfoil. Just as an aircraft has wing-fuselage
interference effects, so a solar concentrator will have varying aerodynamic
interference effects arising from the base structure, the supporting structure,
alidade, multipod structure supporting the receiver/engine, etc. In addition
to static wind loads, dynamic wind loads arising from turbulence or gusts may
be important for pointing/tracking considerations. Finally, in a field array,
mutual flow blockage of adjacent concentrators and wind-channeling effects
between rows cannot be ignored. In a field array, the field layout for "best"
aerodynamic behavior may not coincide with optimal layouts determined from
solar concentrator shadowing considerations. It is not difficult to see that
wind aerodynamic effects are very complex and that wind loads must be thoroughly
understood to arrive at viable designs.
Flat plates, at angle of attack, behave somewhat differently than airfoils;
an analogy is the difference in wind loads between heliostats and paraboloidal
concentrators. A dish facing into the wind will have a higher drag than a
flat, circular plate of equivalent diameter. Figure 19 indicates this clearly,
and shows the drag coefficient of hollow sheet metal caps facing directly into
the wind as a fqnction of depth-to-diameter ratio hID. Radio antenna literature
more frequently uses hID than f/D; the latter is more familiar to solar concen-
trator investigators. Because wind load samples from radio antenna literature
will be presented later, it will be convenient to the reader to have a ready
reference conversion. The relationship between hID and f/D is shown in Figure 20.
An extensive theoretical treatment of paraboloidal dish aerodynamics is presented
in Ref. 68. Some wind tunnel data on models of large radio antennas are given
in Ref. 69, and are compared with theory developed therein. JPL wind tunnel
test results on paraboloidal reflector models, including the Goldstone antenna,
are given in Refs. 13, 70, and 71, which are summarized in Ref. 5. Extensive
bibliographies are available in Refs. 68 and 70.
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A. AXES SYSTEMS FOR FORCES AND MOMENTS
In using the wind tunnel literature on paraboloidal reflectors, the reader
is cautioned to determine which coordinate system is being used in a specific
reference. Additionally, the sign conventions for positive and negative direc-
tions of forces and moments vary among different authors and need to be under-
stood by the user. A starting assumption is that the ground surface is always
flat and leve~, which is automatically satisfied in most wind tunnel testing.
Field conditions, however, may vary.
Forces and moments arising from wind loads, which are caused by pressure
variations across the reflector surfaces, may be expressed in several orthogonal
Cartesian coordinate systems with varying angular orientation (Ref. 70):
(1) Wind Axis: An axis system that is always parallel to the ground
surface, the wind direction, and the direction of gravity.
(2) Body Axis: An axis system that is always parallel and perpendicular
to the axis of symmetry of the model body (paraboloidal generating
centerline). In this particular case, the side force is also parallel
to the ground surface as there is no roll angle.
(3) Stability Axis: An axis system that is parallel to the ground surface
and the direction of graVity but is perpendicular to the model axis
of symmetry (and, therefore, not necessarily parallel to the wind
direction) •
These three axes systems coincide when the yaw and pitch angles (azimuth
and elevation angles) are zero. The wind-axis system is used commonly in
aeronautics. For azimuth-elevation mounted paraboloidal reflectors, Ref. 70
recommends use of the stability-axis system; however, the body-axis system is
used in Ref. 72. References 68 and 69 use the wind-axis and the stability-axis
systems, respectively. The position of the center of moments for the stability-
axis system, Refs. 13 and 70, is the paraboloidal surface-generating centerline
measured from the vertex of the paraboloidal reflecting surface.
The stability-axis system is shown in Figure 21; the sign conventions for
the various forces and moments are those used in Ref. 13. In the body-axis
system (Ref. 72), the lateral force is called the side force; the normal and
axial forces are perpendicular and parallel to the surface-generating centerline,
respectively, and the axial force is parallel to the ground only when the
elevation angle is zero.
B. DEFINITIONS OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
Conventional dimensionless aerodynamic coefficients are used. The force
coefficients are defined as:
(force)
(dynamic pressure) x (reflector frontal area)
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and the moment coefficients as:
(moment)
(dynamic pressure) x (reflector frontal area) x (reflector diameter)
and the pressure coefficients as:
(local surface pressure) - (ambient static barometric pressure)
(dynamic pressure)
Reflector frontal area is the same as aperture area. Sometimes (Ref. 70) the
pressure coefficients are plotted in the form 6Cp ' where the delta refers to
the difference in pressure coefficients between the front and rear surfaces of
the reflector at corresponding coordinate positions. The dynamic pressure is
defined as:
(l/2)(ambient static air density) x (air velocity)2
For example, when standard sea~level density is used with a wind speed of 50 mph,
the dynamic pressure exceeds six pounds per square foot.
Having determined the aerodynamic coefficients from wind tunnel model
tests, wherein the forces. moments. and pressures are measured experimentally or
from theory, then the forces and moments for any size structure or wind speed
can be determined from the known coefficients. This presumes, of course, that
the conditions of dynamic similarity between model and full-scale structure
have been preserved.
For convenience, the ratios of force-to-force coefficient, and moment-to-
moment coefficient, are plotted in Figures 22 and 23 as a function of mean wind
speed V for concentrators of varying diameter. These plots correspond to the
product of dynamic pressure and aperture area, and to the product of dynamic
pressure, aperture area, and dish diameter, respectively. Absolute values of
force and moment may be obtained from Figures 22 and 23 by multiplying graphical
values by appropriate force and moment coefficients determined experimentally
or obtained from the literature.
c. ASPECTS OF WIND TUNNEL TESTING
Full-scale and model testing in wind tunnels has become an indispensable
and cost-effective research and development tool in aeronautics and astronautics.
Many specialized wind tunnels have been developed to address specific require-
ments. In recent years environmental wind tunnels have been 4eveloped to study
wind characteristics of all types of man-made structures, e.g., model cities,
smokestacks, etc., and to carry out research on topographic land surface models.
When compared with full-scale field tests, wind tunnel tests using models are
convenient, low~cost, and have the advantage of superior and systematic
controllability. However, the drawbacks and limitations should be recognized
as well.
Careful attention sh9uld be given to preserve geometrical similarity
between model and full scale; there are instances where this must be violated
because of practical constraints. For example, surface finish cannot always
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be modeled accurately. In the case of paraboloidal dishes, the expected
ground surface roughness should be modeled; fortunately this is not difficult
for terrain that consists of flat, open country (Figure 6).
Flow similarity must be maintained, and this has two aspects: (1) mean,
or quasi-steady flow, and (2) fluctuating flow. The latter aspect is much
more difficult to simulate. For paraboloidal dish modeling there are at least
three key simulation factors to be preserved: (1) dynamic (quasi-steady)
flow, (2) velocity profile of wind (Figure 3), and (3) turbulence properties
(intensity, eddy size, and the frequency of turbulent fluctuations). The
turbulent properties of wind can be modeled, but the very random gustiness
characteristics are more difficult.
The usual flow similarity parameter is the Reynolds number, which can be
perceived as a ratio of inertia to viscous fluid forces, and is dimensionless.
Reynolds number characterizes distinctive flow regimes. Compressibility
effects (Mach number) will not be important for paraboloidal dishes; however,
very high-speed wind tunnel tests using tiny models should be avoided. Thermal
modeling of wind flows cannot be ignored completely, but thermal effects are
thought to be of second order.
Flow-scaling laws for paraboloidal dishes (or he1iostats) have not been
firmly established.. A reasonable approach is given in Ref. 5. The drag
coefficient of common bluff objects as a function of Reynolds number is given
in Figure 24. Circular and square flat plates are relatively insensitive to
Reynolds number. Bodies that have curvature in the direction of flow (cylinders,
spheres) are very sensitive to Reynolds number, especially in the range
105 < Re < 106• The onset of the critical Reynolds number, which may depend
on free-stream turbulence level and relative surface finish, portends transition
to fully turbulent boundary layer and wake structure. Figure 24 suggests that
Reynolds numbers greater than 106 should be maintained. Full-scale dishes in
moderate winds easily will exceed that value.
Further insight is obtained from Figure 25, which is a general plot of
Reynolds number as it varies with mean wind speed and characteristic geometric
dimension. A dish with diameter of 30 m will have Re > 106 for almost all, but
zero, wind speedse A 1/100 scale model, i.e., diameter equal to 0.3 m, would
require wind tunnel speeds in excess of 100 mph to achieve Re > 106• The
picture for smaller structures, i.e., quadripod supports, is different. The
possibility exists that small, full-scale structures in high winds will be
subject to a different flow regime when modeled to small scale. The consequences
probably are not significant except for aerodynamic amplification arising from
vortex shedding that could cause differing vibrational characteristics in the
different flow regimes.
Figure 24 suggests that curved surfaces should be avoided because of
inherent flow instability problems, e.g., see Ref. 73. As a matter of fact,
most large radio antennas employ box-like supports in the quadripod structure
rather than pipes or cylinders to alleviate this problem (see Refs. 5 and 68).
See also Ref. 2 relative to bridge structures. The vortex shedding and wake
structure of cylinders are extremely complex (Ref. 73).
A final concern is wind tunnel blockage. Obviously, if models are
relatively large compared to the wind tunnel cross-sectional area, then the
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flow field experienced by the models will become modified and will not
represent undisturbed "free-stream" conditions. Ways to offset this problem
are discussed commonly in the wind tunnel literature. Further, accepted
methods of correcting for wind tunnel blockage are available (Ref. 74).
Basically, the treatment of bluff bodies in wind tunnels cannot be treated
with independent contributions of body blockage and wake blockage, as is the
case for slender bodies.
Despite all caveats, meaningful wind tunnel testing of paraboloidal
concentrators is feasible and has relevant practical application. Historically,
the successful design and application of large radio antennas would have been
severely hampered without guidance provided by wind tunnel testing of models.
D. GENERAL FLOW FIELD CONSIDERATIONS
Some interesting features of wind flow over single COncentrator modules
are suggested by Figure 26, which shows the concentrator at an elevation angle
of approximately 45 deg (zero azimuth angle), but with the wind approaching the
front surface (upper figure) and the rear surface (lower figure), respectively.
If the approaching wind velocity was uniform, ground effects were
negligible, and the effects of base and concentrator support structure and
receiver support structure were negligible, then symmetry would prevail in the
wind-axis system. That is, equivalent azimuth or elevation angles (expressed
as a single angle-of-attack) would yield identical wind loading. Departures
from symmetry will depend on all of the above factors. An illustration is
shown in Figure 27; the side force and the lift force are sYmmetric and
equivalent except for angles of about plus and minus 30 deg from the zenith
position.
A turbulent wake will prevail behind the dish and, beyond the stall point
of the dish, separated flow with reversed velocity will occur. Experimental
data for the flow field behind a circular, flat plate normal to a uniform wind
are shown in Figure 28 (from Ref. 68). It is evident that the region of
separated flow extends about three plate diameters downstream. A receiver
placed behind the plate would experience a reversed flow region. The size and
shape of the separated flow region obViously will depend on angle of attack
with respect to the wind.
Shielding effects are evident in Figure 26. For front-facing wind (upper
part of figure), the receiver wake would influence a portion of the top surface
of the dish. This effect diminishes at higher elevation angles near zenith.
Conversely, for rear-facing wind (lower part of figure), the receiver is influ-
enced by the wake of the dish. Similar comments apply to the base structure.
For front-facing wind (upper part of Figure 26), the lift force is negative
and the elevation moment tends to rotate the dish towards the wind. For rear-
facing wind, the elevation moment tends to rotate the dish to the opposite
direction. However, at elevation angles below the stall point, the moment is
in fact opposite to that shown in the lower part of Figure 26.
Ground effects will depend mainly on the size of a concentrator and the
relative ground spacing. An insight into ground plane effects is shown in
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Figure 29 (from Ref. 68). Plotted is the additional contribution to local
free-stream velocity because of ground presence; the result shown is based qn
theory. Ground effects become negligible when the gap-to-diameter spacing gld
exceeds 0.3. The case shown (Figure 29) is for a solid reflector with a value
of gld = 0.0167 for zero elevation angle. Basically, the presence of the
ground changes the pressure distribution over the reflector surface; ground
pressure will tend to influence lift forces more than drag forces. Ground
effects should be essentially negligible for dishes in the stow (horizontal)
position.
An example of velocity profile effects is shown in Figure 30 (from Ref. 5).
Wind tunnel results for a particular reflector model are given for elevation
moment at two angles of elevation for varying azimuth angle. Contrasted are
results for an essentially flat boundary-layer profile and an approximate
1/7 power-law profile (see also Figure 3). Considerable effects are evident.
The other two moments and the three forces are not as much affected by velocity
profile when the reference velocity is taken at the dish centerline (Appendix C).
Detailed results for the Goldstone antenna model are given in Ref. 5, which
contrasts the same two velocity profiles. Other information on wind profile
effects is given in Ref. 69.
The smoothest flow field around a dish concentrator might be expected
when the dish is edge-on to the wind (stow position). Damage results of an
intense hail storm at Sandia, Albuquerque, are described in Ref. 75. During
the storm the Raytheon dish was stowed facing vertically upwards and sustained
no hail damage. Speculation may be employed to associate lack of damage to
dish aerodynamics, i.e., hail impact could have been minimized because of the
flow field induced by the wind.
In a field array, the wakes of dish concentrators will have some influence
on downstream concentrators. Also, adjacent concentrators will be influenced
by one another.
E. REVIEW OF WIND TUNNEL TEST RESULTS
All known wind tunnel test results for paraboloidal reflectors were
obtained from model studies on radio antennas; comparable results for solar
concentrators apparently are not available. Most of the earlier theoretical
and experimental studies for paraboloidal reflectors were performed with
uniform velocity profiles using single reflectors (no field-array results).
Sample results given herein derive from Refs. 5, 13, 68, and 72.
Figures 31, 32, and 33 (From Ref. 68) show wind tunnel test results for
the drag, lift, and yawing (azimuth) moment coefficients, respectively, of a
solid reflector (porosity ¢ = 0) as a function of angle of attack in the wind-
axis system. Curves for various depth-to-diameter ratio values are shown (see
Figure 20 for conversion to f/D). The angle of attack a in the wind-axis
system easily can be expressed in terms of both the elevation and azimuth
angles (Refs. 68 and 69). Note that the relative wind vector V may differ
from the actual wind vector (with respect to ground) because of upwash effects
created by the dish acting as an airfoil (see Ref. 68).
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As expected, the minimum drag (Figure 31) occurs at zero angle of attack;
the deeper dish has the higher drag. Maximum lift (Figure 32) occurs at a
positive angle of attack of 30 deg, which corresponds to an elevation angle of
60 deg for zero azimuth angle, and is directed towards the grourtd; thereafter
the dish becomes aerodynamically stalled. The lift is low, and directed upwards
for negative angles of attack (see Figure 26) •. The yawing moment is negative
(as defined in Figure 33) for positive angles of attack greater than 20 deg to
30 deg; peak moments occur at a negative angle of attack of about 30 deg. Note
that the deeper dishes are subject to the highest yawing moments, as might be
expected. The data in Figure 33 came originally from Ref. 70.
A composite graph (from Ref. 68) is shown in Figure 34. The results were
calculated from empirical considerations. A purely theoretical lift result is
also shown for comparison as based on potential flow theory; it is high because
it does not account for real flow effects.
A wide variety of data illustrating the effects of various parameters on
the wind tunnel results of model paraboloidal reflectors are given in Ref. 5;
most of the results presented were for the azimuth or yawing moment because
of its design importance. Selected graphs are shown in Figures 35 through 38.
The test Reynolds number based on dish diameter was 2.7 x 106 • Results were
for a single model with an essentially uniform and steady wind velocity
profile. The stability-axis system (Figure 21) was used to reduce data. Data
were used to help design the 210-ft Goldstone radio antenna; see also Refs. 13
and 44.
Figure 35 shows the azimuth moment coefficient (about the reflector
surface vertex) as a function of azimuth and elevation angles. When the
azimuth angle is zero, the dish faces directly into the wind; when it is 90 deg
the dish "sees" the wind approaching edge-on; and when it is 180 deg the dish
faces directly downstream. For high-elevation angles (approaching zenith),
the azimuth moment is small and varies little with the azimuth angle.
The effect of depth-to-diameter ratio is shown in Figure 36; note that
hiD = 0 corresponds to a flat, circular plate. The curves for hiD = 0.189 in
Figures 33 and 36 are identical. In Figure 36, the arrows indicate azimuth
angles at which the edge of the reflector is parallel with the direction of the
approaching wind. For a flat plate, this angle is 90 deg; for other hiD, this
is not true because the flow field is three-dimensional because of the dish
curvature, as explained previously. Side (or lateral forces) are a stronger
function of hiD than are the axial, or drag, fo~ces (Ref. 5).
The effect of moving the azimuth moment center forward or aft of the
vertex, but along the paraboloid centerline, is shown in Figure 37. Both
positive and negative peak moments can be reduced considerably by moving the
moment center forward of the vertex. However, depending on the particular
design, a penalty might be incurred by increased structural weight and changes
in stiffness.
A final example is shown in Figure 38, where some effects of reflector
surface support structure are illustrated. Extended counterweights, using
fairings, for example, can reduce azimuth moments. According to Ref. 5, support
structures generally have a tendency to reduce peak loads, but in certain cases
they may increase the loads.
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Complete wind tunnel results for the model Goldstone radio antenna (from
Ref. 13) are presented in Appendix D for reference. These results depict the
three force and the three moment coefficients as they vary with azimuth angle
from zero to 180 deg and elevation angle from zero to 90 deg, all in the
stability-axis system (Figure 21). Reference 72 contains extensive tables of
suggested aerodynamic force and moment coefficients for four specific
paraboloidal reflector configurations. Basic parameters are hiD, or flD, and
reflector porosity P. Combination No. 1 pertains to a solid reflector with
flD = 0.313. All results are referred to the body-axis system. Recall that
this axis system utilizes the surface-generating centerline of the reflector.
Trigonometric relations are readily employed to convert forces and moments
from one axis system to another. A set of summary curves is shown in Figure
39 (from Ref. 72) for the four configurations at zero azimuth angle, i.e.,
only elevation angle is varied. The relative magnitude of the various
coefficients can be interpreted for the body-axis system from Figure 39: the
predominant force and moment is the axial force (parallel to the generating
centerline) and the pitch, or elevation, moment. Because the aximuth angle is
zero, the other four aerodynamic coefficients are small or negligible, as
would be e~pected.
Another convenient and illuminating comparison is found in results for
(flat-plate) heliostats. Wind tunnel test results of a single, full-scale
he1iostat are available (Ref. 61). He1iostat investigators tend to use yet
another axis system: forces and moments are measured with respect to the
intersection of the ground and the central, post support. Some typical
measurement results are presented in Appendix Ej this experimental data may be
compared with the analytical results (Ref. 65) presented in Appendix F.
He1iostat results would be expected to approximate flat-plate results, and
this turns out to be the case.
Reynolds number effects were found to be negligible in Ref. 5 provided
that the values exceeded 106 based on dish diameter. Some data available for
he1iostats (Ref. 62) permit an assessment of scale factor. Results are shown
in Figure 40, where base moment coefficients are plotted against Reynolds
number. The moment coefficients have been normalized to the value obtained
for a full-scale he1iostat (see also Ref. 61); the cross-hatched region has
been estimated by the present author. It is encouraging that results for
models will tend to overestimate the values appropriate for larger, full-scale
configurations. Errors on the order of 10% to 20% maximum might be anticipated
for models where the test Reynolds number exceeds 106. Comparable data are
not available for paraboloidal dishes.
An interesting R&D program was begun in 1970 by LTV E1ectrosystems, Inc.
(Ref. 79). The objectives were: (1) to compare all available wind tunnel
test data for paraboloidal antennas to produce computer plots of wind load
coefficients, (2) to use the plots to quantitatively establish the effects of
changes in the antenna structure on wind load coefficients, and (3) to develop
empirical formulas for the coefficients to be used for design purposes. LTV
obtained six sets of test data for nine different wind tunnel models (including
JPL results given in Ref. 13 and 70) and one set of data for a full-scale 60-ft
dia antenna. First, all data had to be converted to one set of coordinates,
axes, and sign convention~; a computer program was developed for the body-axis
system. Only limited results were given. Two succeeding quarterly reports
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following Ref. 79 have not been located. "Universal" coefficients for wind
loads would be very useful to a high degree of confidence.
Another interesting study is seen in Ref. 80. Three diameters of para-
boloidal reflectors (15 m, 26 m, and 40 m) were examined theoretically; backup
structures were designed to accommodate combinations of gravity, seismic, wind,
and snow loads. Changes in structure weight were determined as a function of
wind speed. Survival wind speed was assumed to be twice the maximum value for
drive to stow. Percent weight increases (and, presumably increasing structure
costs) were not found to be strongly influenced by wind speeds less than about
80 mph. Rather, the slenderness ratio of structural elements, Le., the ratio
of length to radius of gyration of the cross section, was found to be the
controlling factor for backup structure weight. The 15-m dish was examined
for applicability as a solar collector and found to be satisfactory. If cost
is proportional to weight, the results given in Ref. 80 would seem to suggest
that wind loads are not of major concern.
However, the assumptions described in Ref. 80 need to be examined. First,
the backup structure consisted of the traditional microwave antenna ring and
rib construction that is not likely to be cost effective for solar concentrators.
Second, performance degradation because of potential reflector panel deformation
was not investigated. Third, only wind loads in varying elevation angle, and
not in azimuth, were examined. Finally, only static wind loads were considered,
and no allowance was made for gust loading or safety factors. Solar concen-
trators may have a wide variety of structural design concepts (see Appendix A
of Ref. 1), some of them very flimsy indeed. Hence, this author remains
convinced that wind loads on solar paraboloidal concentrators are and will be
important to their design, performance, operation, and cost.
F. METHODS OF REDUCING AERODYNAMIC LOADS
The parameter that had the single greatest effect on reducing aerodynamic
loads in Ref. 5 was reflector porosity. The pressure relief gained from
uniformly distributed porosity can be construed as a "spoiler" effect. Peak
moments (positive and negative), especially the azimuth moment, can be reduced
substantially by porosity. Nor is porosity required over the entire reflector
surface; reductions in loads can be achieved by incorporating porosity over
the outer portion of the rim only. A value of 25% porosity over the outer 25%
of the reflector radius is reasonably effective. The implications for solar
concentrators is less clear. Whereas the optical contributions to focal plane
flux are least at the rim, the contributing area at the rim is nevertheless
the largest. The introduction of rim porosity would require a relatively
larger concentrator aperture area. Because wind loads are the largest single
contributor to concentrator costs, the tradeoff in increased size against
potential wind load reductions would have to be examined carefully for each
specific design. Many concentrator designs, e.g., those employing gore seg-
ments, individual mirrors, or petals, will provide some natural wind relief.
An unusual Fresnel-type parabolic concentrator has been designed and
tested successfully to provide a large amount of wind relief (Ref. 81). The
concentrator consists of annular conical frustums arranged on a parabolic
substructure. Two designs were investigated: (1) a front-focus design, and
(2) a rear-focus design, to correspond to frontal and rear-ward winds,
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respectively. Whereas large reductions in wind drag were measured, the optical
performance of these concentrators was greatly reduced compared to more conven-
tional types.
For frontal winds, little can be done to decrease force coefficients on
solid concentrators. Enclosure of concentrator support structure, by shrouds
or fairings, is probably not worth the effort for rearward winds. Base and
alidade structures could be provided with fairings, but they would need to be
rotationally symmetric to afford gains considering wind from all directions.
Small gains can be achieved by installing "spoilers" (short trip-ribs protruding
from the rear of reflector surface, see Refs. 5 and 13). Moment coefficients
can be reduced by shifting the pivot center of rotation forward of the reflector
vertex (Figure 37), and by providing aerodynamic fairings to the counterweights
(Figure 38). Methods of reducing aerodynamic loads on paraboloidal reflectors
are reviewed by Sachs (Ref. 44, Chapter 9, Special Structures).
Because wind forces vary with the square of concentrator diameter, and
moments vary respectively as diameter cubed, size alone will have important
effects. A "wind engineering" viewpoint to keep concentrator sizes small, and
close to the ground, is understandable but cannot be justified a priori.
In field arrays, perimeter wind fences, hedges, or other wind breaks can
reduce loads on the outermost concentrators (the field interior is affected
little). This will be discussed later.
G. AEROELASTICITY AND STRUCTURAL BUFFETING EFFECTS
An early and catastrophic failure of a major engineering structure occurred
40 years ago when the Tacoma Narrows Bridge (Puget Sound, Washington) collapsed
because of wind interactions suffered in a mild gale (Ref. 2). This bridge had
been designed for dead loads, live loads, and temperature effects, but only for
static wind loads. An early pioneer who recognized aerodynamic instabilities
as potentially dangerous was Steinman (Ref. 2). His definition of aerodynamic
instability is still timely: "The effect of a steady wind, acting on a flexible
structure of conventional cross section, is to produce a fluctuating resultant
force automatically synchronizing in timing and direction with the harmonic
motions of the structure so as to cause a progressive amplification of those
motions to dangerous or destructive amplitudes." Much has been learned since
that time. Today, for example, aerodynamic analysis for flutter of aircraft
wings and structures is routine; hydrodynamic analysis is applied to underwater
structures. Large buildings and structures are designed to account for wind
gust loading (Refs. 22, 37, and 41 through 44).
The design of large radio antennas has not neglected aerodynamic
considerations either (Ref. 3); general discussions are available (Refs. 82
and 83). Aside from wind conditions, the compatibility between the dynamic
structural response of a paraboloidal dish and its control system, when
operating in an automatic tracking mode, needs to be determined (Ref. 83). It
is important to recognize that aerodynamic instabilities can occur in steady
winds because of aeroelastic, self-excited vibrations which derive their
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energy from the airstream. Additionally, there are the effects of unsteady
airstream contributions arising from turbulence and gusts to consider.
Scruton (Ref. 82) has defined three classes of dynamic wind effects for
paraboloidal reflectors: (1) oscillations of the reflector bowl as a rigid
body on a flexible mounting, (2) oscillatory deformations of the flexible
reflector bowl, and (3) the vibration of individual structural members (these
may, or may not, be coupled). The various aerodynamic instabilities that may
occur in paraboloidal dishes are complex and, even today, are not amenable to
rigorous analysis in the design phase. Experimental wind tunnel investiga-
tions therefore are a useful adjunct to analysis.
To gain a better understanding of aerodynamic instability effects, it is
instructive first to consider simple structural elements, e.g., cylinders,
prisms, and other bluff bodies, in the light of vortex shedding phenomena
'(Refs. 73 and 84). As mentioned earlier, vortex shedding at low Reynolds number
can lead to aeolian, or "singing," small-amplitude vibrations; these, in turn,
can lead to large-amplitude, or galloping, vibrations that can become destruc-
tive. Typically, the latter occur when there exists a resonant condition
between periodic wake structure and one of the natural, structural vibrational
modes, e.g., transverse or torsional. Amplification of aerodynamic loads can
result in such circumstances. Nonuniform free-stream conditions can affect
the results (Refs. 85 and 86).
Significant vibrational motion itself may further enhance the wake struc-
ture and modify the flow field and resulting loads (Refs. 84 and 87). The
effect of the upstream turbulence scale too is an important consideration; in
general, drag forces reach a peak when the eddy size of turbulent fluctuations
is about the same size as the bluff-body dimension measured in the direction
of flow (Ref. 88). This has consequences for model wind tunnel experiments.
The vortex shedding parameter, or Strouhal number, cannot always be held fixed
for constant Reynolds number modeling. However, there are similarities between
two-dimensional and axisymmetric wakes that have useful applications (Ref. 89).
Tubular elements frequently are used as members in reflector support
structures. Slender cylindrical elements, which are especially susceptible to
flow instabilities, have been studied experimentally (Refs. 82 and 90); helical
strakes, or spirally-wound spoilers, have been found effective for suppressing
aeroelastically-generated lift forces. Weaver (Ref. 91) has developed design
charts for lateral vibrations of reflector support frames consisting of tubular
aluminum members.
Dish reflector vibrations might be expected to occur when separated flow
conditions or stalling phenomena occur at high angles of attack. An analogy is
stalling flutter that can occur in aircraft wings. Under accelerating wind
gusts, neutral stability may occur as the critical wind speed is achieved.
Above the critical speed, called the critical flutter speed in Ref. 83, diver-
gent oscillations may occur with sufficient intensity to cause structural damage
or destruction.
A variety of reflector system vibrational instabilities are described in
Ref. 83, which presents a simplified (but not elementary) analysis of dish
reflector flutter. It is concluded that flutter-type aerodynamic instabili-
ties are potentially significant and should be checked for specific reflector
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designs. Some results of Hull's analysis for a particular reflector design
are reproduced her~ in Figure 41; wa is the natural pitch frequency and wh
is the natural plunge frequency (perpendicular to the generating axis of the
reflector). The flutter speed (Figure 41a) has a minimum at Wa/Wh ~ 1.0,
but is sufficiently high that the system is stable f6r usual wind speeds.
Corresponding structural damping factors for bending and pitch modes are
shown in Figure 41b;'aircraft criteria call for specifying flutter speeds at
wind speeds for which a damping factor of +0.02 exists.
Aeroelastic wind tunnel investigations using models of larger structures
may be questionable because it is difficult to reproduce dynamic model scaling
parameters such as stiffness, mass distribution, and structural/aerodynamic
damping (Ref. 92). In general, elasticity modeling is accomplished by providing
a flexible mounting/support arrangement. Large radio antennas are relatively
stiff and solid, and vibrations of the entire dish have been observed only
rarely. Large reflector vibrations have been observed in models, however
(Refs. 82 and 92). For example, Fox -(Ref. 92) observed vibration amplitudes
of the order of 1 in. at the edge of ~n lS-in.-dia model reflector.
Some model experimental results are given here in Figures 42 and 43 (from
Ref. 92). Figure 42 shows oscillograph traces of relatively high-frequency
oscillations in the three moment coefficients. In Figure 43, pitch-moment
amplitudes are shown versus azimuth angle at zero elevation angle; they are
compared to time averages (dashed curve).
Davenport (Ref. 22) has developed an approach for analyzing the response
of paraboloidal reflectors to wind gusts. An illustrative calculation was
given for a specific design of a l40-fi-dia radio antenna. The results were
interesting: 14% of the total, dynamic thrust load was attributed to gusts,
and 59% of the total moment was attributed to gust action.
H. STRUCTURAL DEFORMATIONS
Early work on structural deflections/deformations was cited previously
(Refs. 6, 4 and 8). Static wind loads and gust loads affect the design and
performance of paraboloidal concentrators in at least three ways. First, the
increased stresses, which may be random and variable, affect the design of the
reflecting surfaces and backup structure. Second, the distortion of optical
surfaces will affect optical performance by reducing solar collecting efficiency
and increasing the size of ,the receiver ape~ture. Finally, the control system
must be designed to compensate so that pointing and tracking design requirements
are met.
JPL performed a preliminary analysis of structural deformation effects at
the receiver focal plane for an advanced solar concentrator conceptual design
(Ref. 93). The structural deformation effect on the concentration of rays
reflected by a representative concentrator with aperture diameter of 12 m was
evaluated by determining the displacement of ray intercepts associated with
100 equal area regions of the dish-relative to the displaced focus. The
impinging rays were parallel with the undistorted optical axis (Figure 44a).
For an undistorted dish, the rays would all intercept exactly at the focus.
The effects of displacements and rotations of the reflective surface support
structure (other than the mirrored glass gores), the feed support quadripod,
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the azimuth axis pedestal, the structure between the azimuth and elevation
axis, including the elevation drive linear actuator, were included. While the
mirrored glass gores were treated as rigid, the effect of their distortion is
expected to be small. The resulting distorted ray intercepts are shown in
Figures 44b, 44c, and 44d for three separate loading conditions for all the
100 points.
The envelope of intercepts for the cases considered was no larger than a
9.0-cm-dia circle. It can be located within the aperture for static and slowly
changing conditions such as wind loads, but not gust loads. The dispersion of
intercepts (e.g., circular envelope diameter~ 9.0 cm) due to structural defor-
mation under the operational design loads at the focal point would contribute
no more than 6% growth of receiver aperture (e.g., 1.6 cm above the baseline
aperture diameter of 25 cm). This work was extended in Ref. 94 by treating
the mirrored glass gores and their associated support struts as elastic rather
than rigid bodies. The effect of this assumption, for the case considered, was
to increase the diameter of the circular envelope of intercepts by 25% compared
with the rigid-body case.
In their tradeoff studies on the low-cost concentrator design (Ref. 95),
Acurex considered the effect of wind speed on the thermal power collected by
the concentrator/receiver as affected by optical surface distortion. The
result is shown in Figure 45. As expected, the decrease in relative thermal
performance is significant when the relative receiver aperture diameter is
small and the wind speed is high. However, at the baseline value of diD = 0.022,
the loss in performance for a 30-mph wind is only about 6% compared to the
zero wind case.
An interesting study performed on heliostats was reported in Ref. 65.
The total surface slope error was calculated for various combinations of gravity
and wind loads as a function of heliostat elevation angle. The combined slope
error was taken as the vector sum of the beam (ray) deflection error, the
torque-tube (mounting post) torsional deflection error, and the torque-tube
bending deflection error. Results are shown in Figure 46, where the rms slope
error is expressed in milliradians. The contribution due to wind is relatively
less than for gravity. For the combined case, wind plus gravity, the maximum
slope error occurs when the heliostat is at an angle of 20 deg with respect to
the wind direction. (See also AppendiX F.)
To offset wind-induced deflections, there is a tradeoff between increasing
the concentrator structural rigidity and utiliZing compensation prOVided by
the guidance (pointing and tracking) controller. This problem is studied in
Ref. 96. Use of a compensating controller allows a large reduction in concen-
trator rigidity. However, an array of wind sensors within a field array of
concentrators is required to provide the information necessary to calculate
compensating corrections and actuator positions.
I. COMPARISON TO OTHER COLLECTOR/CONCENTRATOR TYPES
Murphy (Refs. 66 and 67) has compiled information and tabulated compari-
sons of different collectors/concentrators for wind speed requirements and
representative wind load coefficients. Table 8 (from Ref. 67) shows wind speed
requirements for various concentrator operating conditions. Values for
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parabolic dishes may be compared with values given in Table 1. Drag, lift,
and moment coefficients are compared in Table 9 (from Ref. 67); geometry and
coordinates are defined in Figure 47. The aerodynamic coefficients among the
various concentrators are of roughly comparable value (Table 9) but the para-
bolic dish drag and lift coefficients tend to be the highest, in agreement
with previous observations. Maximum drag per unit area and dynamic pressure
versus wind speed are shown in Figure 48; values were taken from Table 9.
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SECTION VII
FIELD OBSERVATIONS OF THE OMNIUM-G CONCENTRATOR
An Omnium-G (OG) unit (OG-7500) purchased by JPL was installed and tested
for several years at the POTS located at Edwards Air Force Base, California.
Generally, it was operated in the manual override mode because of early faults
in the tracking electronics and the ephemeris clock. Subsequently, it was
tested in the automatic operation mode.
A weakness in the early Ornnium-G design was the elevation drive, which
had considerable play, i.e., was "loose:' This was evidenced by motion that
could be introduced into the system when the concentrator was statically
balanced, the tracker electronics was turned off, and there was no power being
supplied to the drive motors. For this situation, an operator could grasp the
concentrator support structure and, by applying physical force, could induce
a considerable motion at the focal plane. In its "as delivered" state, this
plane motion was approximately ±6 to ±7 inches. Several hardware changes
were made by the Omnium-G Company: addition of an outboard bearing and an
additional lO-to-l gear reduction to the elevation drive assembly. This
alleviated the problem somewhat so that the focal plane motion was reduced to
approximately half of its original value, but some motion still persisted.
This motion was no doubt intimately related to some of the observed behavior
of the concentrator in winds.
Focal plane oscillations were observed for winds as low as 5 mph.
Apparently, the tracker command signal and the mechanical drive motion became
unsynchronized leading to an oscillation in the elevation plane which has been
termed a "hobby horse" motion. The amplitude of the oscillation was suffi-
ciently large so that, at maximum deflection, the solar image at the focal
plane moved entirely out of the field of intercept for a 4-in. aperture
diameter. Under some wind conditions that motion stabilized, and then damped
out.
In high winds, with gusts exceeding 40 to 45 mph, the OG concentrator
"weather vaned" on at least two occasions, Le., the concentrator suddenly
spun on its track, due to loss of frictional contact. Partly for this reason,
the concentrator later was stowed facing zenith when not in use, and tie-down
ropes were employed. High wind gusts caused several mechanical failures in
the elevation drive. On one occasion, the OG system was hit broadside by a
"dust devil" (whirlwind). This occurred in early afternoon when the concentrator
was pointing 20 deg to 30 deg from zenith. Immediately, the concentrator was
driven to the zenith position, but returned to its original position after the
dust devil passed. It was an unsettling experience for on-site personnel.
Qualitative observations were made concerning the quadripod legs. These
legs were tubular members to which had been welded fairings to approximate a
sharp, "streamlined" trailing edge (see Figure 49); the trailing edges all
point towards the concentrator centerline. The quadripod legs were observed
to vibrate because of buffeting in winds exceeding 40 to 45 mph. Judged
visually, amplitudes of approximately 0.25 in. occurred in a torsional mode.
Moreover, under some conditions, these vibrations generated audible sounds.
For reasons mentioned earlier, the cross-sectional shape of the quadripod legs
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was not optimal from a fluid dynamic point of view. This shape is stable only
when the leading edge faces the wind and the cross section is at zero angle of
attack. Thus, when the quadripod legs are arranged as shown in Figure 49,
almost any wind direction will render at least two of the legs susceptible to
aerodynamic instability. See Ref. 2 for a discussion of stable and unstable
structural sections.
Motion pictures of the OG concentrator operating in the "hobby horse"
mode were analyzed frame by frame. The motion pictures were made during the
late spring of 1979 when the wind was gusting to 40 to 45 mph. The co1d-water
calorimeter with aperture plate was installed at the focal point. Some sequences
were shot of the image motion as it appeared through intensity-reducing filters.
Motion of the image, primarily in the elevation plane, was probably due to a
relative motion of the quadripod structure with respect to the dish as well as
to the gross motion of the dish. The results of the film analysis. were quali-
tative and incomplete, but revealed some interesting behavior. Image motion,
at times, was approximately periodic (sinusoidal) and at other times was not.
The period and amplitude of the oscillation was approximately 4 s, and ±6 to
±7 in.
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SECTION VIII
THERMAL RECEIVER AERODYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS
The point-focusing distributed receiver concept employs a thermal receiver
and, for electric power production, a power conversion unit at the focal point
of the paraboloidal dish. Means for mQunting and locating this hardware usually
is afforded by a multipod (multilegged) structure. Currently, internal cavity-
type receivers are most commonly used. The presence of winds will affect the
multipod and focal plane structures in three ways: (1) wind loading, which will
affect the concentrator design and may affect performance because of pointing
and tracking errors; (2) convection heat transfer losses, which will contribute
to receiver performance degradation; and (3) noise generation from open cavity
receivers, which may merely be a nuisance factor but might be related to cavity
heat convection losses.
A. WIND LOADING EFFECTS
Themultipod structure itself is not likely to contribute significantly to
dish wind loading (Ref. 5); however, it must be sufficiently rigid to prevent
large focal plane motions in moderate winds. Wind tunnel test results on solar
dish models with installed receiver and power conversion unit models have not
been performed so that the wind loading effects of focal plane structures can
only be conjectured. Radio antennas probably have a lesser problem because
they have a relatively shorter focal length and less weight and bulk at the
focal point.
The receiver and engine/generator package is a bluff body that may have a
roughly cylindrical shape and an aspect ratio (length-to-diameter ratio) on
the order of two to three. There is not much experimental information known
about the flow over such a body shape, especially for a wide range of wind
directions and high Reynolds numbers. Reference to Figure 26 will bring the
reminder that in many,instances the receiver/engine will perturb the flow over
the concentrator. In other instances the concentrator will block/shield flow
over the receiver/engine, so that the latter may be in the concentrator wake
(Figure 28). It would appear that wind loading effects on the concentrator
caused by the receiver/engine would become maximum for grazing wind flow, i.e.,
when the angle of attack of the wind (the angle a in Figures 31, 32, and 33)
is zero with respect to the concentrator. In this case, a substantial moment
could be exerted on the concentrator structure due to drag of the focal point
structure.
The flow over long circular cylinders (and other cross-sectional shapes)
has been studied extensively over a wide range of Reynolds numbers, and the
vortex shedding and wake structures are well understood. Practical application
is, very wide, e.g., flow over cables, bridge structures, posts, smokestacks,
submarine cables, etc. There is little information, however, available for
short cylinders where the flow is highly three-dimensional due to end effects.
More information is needed for application to solar concentrators.
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B. CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER LOSSES
Receiver wind convection losses will occur from the external surface (shell)
of the receiver as well as from the aperture. When quiescent ambient conditions
prevail, the loss mode is free convection caused by buoyancy forces. Forced
convection occurs with the blowing wind. When the transition occurs, i.e., when
forced convection dominates free convection, is not wholly clear, especially
for large surfaces. It is standard practice to calculate the free and forced
convection heat transfer coefficients (Ref. 103), and to use the larger of the
two for engineering heat transfer calculations. Attempts to analyze combined
free and forced convection have not been notably successful (Ref. 104).
Shell convection losses can be minimized by providing ample insulation
thereby reducing the exterior surface temperature. Aperture convection losses
can be minimized by reducing the aperture area to the minimum possible, or by
providing an aperture window. All convection losses will depend on the
direction and magnitude of the wind with respect to both the concentrator and
the receiver. It is likely that the greatest free convection loss from the
receiver aperture would occur when the aperture is facing vertically upwards
(concentrator nadir position), but this would occur only during the night and
is, therefore, an insignificant case when an aperture cover is provided.
Estimates of shell free and forced convection losses are hampered by the
same basic difficulty mentioned in the previous section, i.e., lack of defini-
tive knowledge concerning the flow over short, circular cylinders. Of all the
thermal receiver losses, including thermal radiation from the shell (relatively
insignificant) and aperture radiation, the most difficult to assess is forced
convection loss from the aperture. This is due to the complex interactive
effects of fluid flow and heat transfer. Aperture forced convection losses
will be explored in subsequent paragraphs.
The present author has compared standard heat transfer coefficient
expressions for horizontal and vertical cylinders in free and forced convec-
tion, and for axial flow (wind parallel to the cylinder axis) and normal flow
(wind normal to the cylinder axis). Sources for heat transfer coefficients
are Refs. 103, 105, and 106. A relative, composite prediction for receiver
convection losses is suggested in Figure 50, based on these comparisons.
Approximate assumptions for aperture convection were employed. The decreases
in aperture convection when the concentrator elevation angle reaches about
135 deg are due to wind blocking (shielding) by the concentrator (Figure 26).
For example, for flD = 0.6 (rim angle equal to 45 deg), the geometric focal
point lies directly behind the upper rim of the concentrator when the con-
centrator elevation angle is 135 deg. Much more experimental and theoretical
work will be required before these convective losses can be assessed
quantitatively.
The previous discussion for forced convection relates to steady wind
speeds. Heat transfer for cylinders in unsteady crossflow, e.g., because of
the influence of turbulence and gusts, is poorly understood. Most of the
existing experimental work applies to long, slender cylinders at very low
Reynolds numbers, e.g., Ref. 107. However, some limited information for short
cylinders at high Reynolds numbers is available (Ref. 108); there is a strong
effect on heat transfer for aspect ratios less than 3. Time-dependent heat
transfer in combined free and forced convection, even with steady upstream
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flow, occurs in connection with periodic vortex shedding, e.g., Ref. 109. The
complexity of flow and the convective heat transfer from circular cylinders,
which is applicable to thermal receivers, is easily established; the consequences
for thermal receiver performance are not yet fully determined. Further infor-
mation on cylinder flow and vortex formation can be found in Refs. 110, 111,
and 112.
Forced convection losses from the aperture are likely to be unsteady for
near-grazing flow because of flow instabilities that are common in cavities.
Under some conditions, it is clear that mass flow of air into, and out of, the
cavity will occur on an unsteady basis. Cavities may behave like classic
Helmholtz resonators (often designed and used to suppress, or muffle, flow
pulsations in duct flows). Thermo-acoustic effects must be explored more fully
with reference to internal cavity solar receivers.
Clausing has performed considerable analytical and experimental work on
large, solar central cavity receivers (Refs. 113, 114, and 115). There are
special problems associated with such large receivers because the dimensionless
parameters associated with the cavity flow and heat transfer are beyond the
range of conventional engineering experience. Conversely, there is relatively
little information available for small cavity receivers designed for paraboloidal
concentrators. Some experimental data for receiver apertures facing an on-
coming wind at varying angles of attack has recently become available (Ref. 116).
This author believes that the design of high-temperature receivers will
be difficult, not only from the standpoint of excessive thermal radiation
losses, but also because convective wind losses from the aperture will be
difficult to ascertain. There may be a non-linear effect of absolute aperture
size, i.e., aperture convective losses might become relatively larger as
aperture size increases. Very large dishes will require proportionately larger
receivers, which could suffer serious convective losses in moderate winds.
Prospects for improving the efficiency of thermal cavity receivers has been
explored by Owen (Ref. 117).
C. NOISE GENERATION ASPECTS
The ability of a cavity to produce sound, and even discrete tones, is
familiar to nearly everyone. At an early age children discover that sounds can
be made to emanate from various bottles by blOWing across their openings
(mouths) at just the right speed. Indeed, the pitch can be changed by adding
varying amounts of water to the bottle. An elegant treatment of this seemingly
simple problem (it is not simple) was given by Cummings (Ref. 118). The sound
field within the bottle can be predicted by simple plane-wave theory neglecting
friction.
There are two aspects of wind-generated cavity noise as it relates to
cavity thermal receivers: (1) noise generation may prove to be no more than a
nuisance factor, but the potential problem of dozens, or hundreds, of separate
noise sources in combination may be greater than anticipated; perhaps the
problem can be eliminated by employing receiver aperture designs using shrouds
and/or wind screens; and (2) periodic in-flow and out-flow across the aperture
plane, which may occur with or without noise generation, may be a dominant
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factor in aperture convection heat transfer losses. Flow-disturbance waves
may not be infinitesimal in amplitude, as are mere acoustic waves.
There is extensive literature for unsteady flow and acoustics of cavities,
e.g., Ref. 119. Self-sustained oscillations arise from three sources: (1) fluid
dynamic oscillations caused by wave instabilities across the cavity opening,
(2) fluid resonant oscillations caused by standing waves within the cavity,
and (3) fluid elastic oscillations caused by solid boundary vibrations. For
cavity-type receivers, the dominant mode, and probably the only mode of impor-
tance, is due to fluid resonant oscillations. Flow oscillations and acoustic
waves in cavities depend on the volume and shape of the cavity, the size,
length and configuration of the neck, or opening, dynamic flow conditions at
the mouth or opening, and the gas properties. In the case of relatively shallow
rectangular cavities, it was found that existing theories generally were
adequate to correlate experimental data (Ref. 120). The studies in Ref. 120
were motivated partly by airframe noise in aircraft landing-gear wheel wells.
One interesting result could have application to cavity receivers that have a
thin, sharp lip forming the aperture entrance: tonal intensities, perhaps
edge-tones, could become amplified in such a geometry. Unsteady flow past
cavities has been studied experimentally (Ref. 121). In Ref. 122, an analytical
study was performed to investigate the heat transfer from a square cavity as
influenced by varying-angle crossflow.
~t is appropriate to discuss Helmholtz resonators briefly because they
are not unlike cavity-type thermal receivers. Helmholtz resonators can be
tuned to absorb or cancel periodic, upstream flow oscillations (grazing flow),
and thereby act as muffling devices, or they can be excited to generate noise
of their own. Steady or oscillating grazing flow produces pulsating flow
conditions across the opening that are highly three-dimensional. A complete
cycle of operation consists of an in-flow phase and an out-flow phase that
have roughly equivalent time periods (Ref. 123).
Based on one-dimensional wave propagation, the
Helmholtz resonator can be expressed as (Ref. 124):
(
S ) 1/2f =.1L. __
o 2a' R.'V
fundamental frequency of a
(8)
where a is the velocity of sound, S is the area of the neck or opening, ~' is
the effective neck length, and V is the cavity volume. If the geometric length
of the neck is ~~ the effective neck length is estimated from ~' = 1 + 0.75 d,
where d is the neck diameter. There will also be higher harmonics than
expressed by Equation (8), and these may not necessarily be integer multiples
of foe Equation (8), applicable only to short necks, is plotted in Figure 51.
Estimates are included for the first-generation air and steam receivers in
Figure 51; whereas the fundamental frequencies are low (61 Hz and 75 Hz,
respectively, for the air ,and steam receivers), they are well above the hearing
threshold for normal human ears (approximately 15 to 20 Hz).
Again, for ideal flow, the sound pressure level gain expressed in decibels
is given for Helmholtz resonators (Ref. 124) as:
no a 10 log (4n~,3V/S3) (9)
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Recall, however that sound intensity is proportional to the square of sound
pressure.
When the resonator is excited by an external, turbulent boundary layer,
strong excitation has been noted to occur for a Strouhal number range
35 < Sto < 40 (Ref. 125), where the Strouhal number based on the fundamental
frequency is Sto = 2fod/u* and u* is the wall-friction velocity.
The previous discussion applies mainly to idealized flow conditions
(grazing flow) and infinitesimal disturbances without the presence of high gas
temperatures and significant heat transfer and wall friction. Conditions in
real thermal receivers may be significantly different than ideal. It is well
known that deep cavities (e.g., like an organ pipe) driven by a perpendicular
high-speed jet (stagnation entrance flow) can generate intense gas heating
effects within the cavity (Refs. 126 and 127). Disturbances are not infini-
tesimal and take the form of standing or moving shock waves. This author does
not believe that resonance-tube modes would be important for receivers facing
directly into a high wind; however, if these gas heating modes did occur, they
probably would cause receiver burnout, and very quickly (fractions of a second).
Fortunately, thermal receivers in point-focusing concepts can never face
directly into the wind because of concentrator blocking. Clearly, however,
thermo-acoustic effects in thermal receivers merit further investigation.
Thermo-acoustic effects in heat and mass transfer were recognized years
ago (Ref. 128) as an important new field. The emphasis has been on promoting
increased heat transfer in engineering applications. In the present context
the emphasis is, rather, to recognize augmented heat transfer conditions and
then to take appropriate steps to minimize or eliminate these conditions through
judicious design methods.
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SECTION IX
FIELD ARRAYS
Field arrays consisting of groupings of individual collectors or modules
will be required if significant amounts of electricity or thermal energy are
to be generated by solar collectors. Examples include flat-plate collectors,
photovoltaic panels, parabolic troughs, heliostats in the central receiver
concept (power tower), and paraboloidal dish modules. Arrays are characterized
by: (1) field layout, i.e., the geometric distribution of individual modules,
which may be uniform or non-uniform; and (2) land packing factor, i.e., the
ratio of total concentrator aperture area to total land area. Additional
consideration includes perimeter wind protection by natural or man-made barriers.
Of interest here are the characteristics of field arrays subject to wind
of varying speed and direction, with and without protective wind fences at the
perimeter. It is important to determine the wind loads on individual modules
within an array because the aggregate flow field is influenced by adjacent
modules. This is especially true if mutual interactions between modules were
such as to augment wind loads compared to those that would occur on a single
concentrator at equivalent wind free-stream conditions. Some information is
available for photovoltaic and parabolic-trough arrays, e.g., Refs. 51 through 57,
but such concentrators differ considerably from paraboloidal dishes from an
aerodynamic point of view.
Some interesting wind loading considerations for paraboloidal dish arrays
are suggested by reference to Figure 52. Shown (Figure 52) is a portion of a
typical rectangular field array. North-to-south spacing is l.25D between dish
centerlines, where D is the dish diameter; east-to-west centerline spacing is
2.0D. Thus, the land packing factor is 0.314. The dishes are shown facing
west at an elevation angle of 45 deg. A range of wind directions are indicated;
some are symmetrical and some are not. Direction a and a' are symmetrical and
would yield equivalent wind loading results. Directions band b', and c and c'
are symmetrical, but directions band c t , and d and e are not symmetrical.
The land requirements for solar thermal/electric power systems are easy
to demonstrate in relation to the land packing factor (PF). If all the solar
energy incident on a portion of land could be converted to electric power
without losses, then approximately 0.25 acre of land would generate 1 MWe of
power for PF • 1.0 and an insolation of 1.0 kW/m2• Figure 53 shows land
requirements per MWe of power plotted against overall system conversion effi-
ciency for various values of packing factor. Dish concentrators would have a
maximum packing factor, if all concentrators when facing zenith were touching
each other physically, of 0.907 for a diamond-packed square array (Figure 53).
Practical values of packing factor might be in the range 0.3 < PF < 0.4 for
dish-concentrator field arrays. The current limit of system efficiency for
non-solar power conversion is about 0.5 (advanced combined-cycle power plants).
Hence, the range of application is to the left of the vertical limit line
indicated in Figure 53.
It is not difficult to see that some differences in mutual blockage, wake
interference effects, and wind channeling between dish rows and columns, might
occur in field arrays, depending on wind velocity and direction. Such effects
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also will depend on field layout. In addition to rectangular arrays, other
dish-array types include diamond, hexagonal, radial, etc. Except for radial
arrays, however, they all tend to use uniform packing distribution. An optimal
field layout must consider: (1) mutual dish shading, (2) composite wind loading
effects and, in the case of storage or thermal transport, (3) transport layout.
Least is known about wind loading.
Because there are no wind tunnel test results available for model arrays
of paraboloidal dishes, emphasis was placed herein on reviewing the information
available for heliostat arrays. It is likely that the general results for
heliostat arrays, with and without perimeter wind fences, will be valid for
paraboloidal dish arrays.
A. WIND FENCES AND BREAKS
Some early work on wind barriers and breaks was due to Woodruff and Zingg
(Ref. 129). An extensive literature review and nev wind tunnel results were
presented by Raine and Stevenson (Ref. 130). The latter reference discusses
reasons for significant differences between results obtained for full-scale and
wind-tunnel model tests of wind breaks. Reference 131 presents extensive wind
tunnel results for a wide variety of wind fences; parameters that were varied
included permeability (porosity), shape, and size relative to the boundary
layer thickness. Also included in Ref. 131 are results for two wind breaks in
series (and effects of corner fence junctions), as well as natural fences
composed of vegetation such as hedges. Natural and man-made wind breaks also
are discussed in Ref. 44 (Appendix 4, "Shelter Effects").
The aerodynamic effects of wind breaks, or shelters, are not difficult to
understand. Drag on the barrier modifies the upstream velocity field and
causes a loss of momentum in the airflow, thus producing a "sheltering effect."
A solid barrier will displace the maximum wind velocities upwards, and create
a flow separation bubble. The flow reattachment point will vary with the height
of the fence, or barrier (relative to surface boundary layer thickness), and
the permeability or porosity of the barrier. Permeability will introduce a
modifying "bleed flow" that will soften the effects of a solid barrier.
These effects are indicated schematically in Figure 54 (from Ref. 130).
The wind sheltering effect becomes a tradeoff between mean wind velocity
reduction in the lee of the barrier and turbulence in the separation bubble as
determined by barrier permeability. Of course, the location of flow reattach-
ment is important because there will be nearby regions of high wind shear,
which has implications for location and spacing of protective wind perimeter
fences.
Appropriately designed perimeter fences (or, hedges, trees, etc.) could
serve a multiple function for field arrays of paraboloidal dishes:
(1) alleviation of wind loads on, at least, the outer fringe of concentrators;
(2) security barrier; and (3) esthetic appearance of the array.
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B. HELIOSTAT WIND TUNNEL TEST PROGRAMS
As seen from Table 10, furnished by S. Peglow (Ref. 62), a wide variety
of heliostat wind tunnel tests were conducted in the late 1970's. Tests have
been conducted on models varying from 1/60 to full scale (see also Figure 40),
and partial arrays with and without fences. Wind forces and moments have been
measured, vortex shedding has been studied, and turbulence measurements and
flow visualization have been performed. There are no parallel efforts to date
for paraboloidal dish concentrators or field arrays.
It is true that some of the heliostat wind tunnel data tends to be somewhat
conflicting and nonreproducible. This may be due partly to early inexperience;
nevertheless, a great deal has been learned and has been utilized for design
purposes. Table 10 indicates that a variety of wind tunnel test facilities have
been employed. Perhaps the most versatile overall facility is the one located
at Colorado State University. This will be discussed in a subsequent section.
C. SAMPLE WIND TUNNEL RESULTS
Table 10 indicates that there have been several field array studies, with
and without perimeter fences, sponsored by DOE for central receiver/heliostat
systems. References 58 through 60 differ in numerical and technical detail,
and in model scale size, but tend to agree in qualitative results with respect
to perimeter fences. That is, perimeter wind fences or breaks tend to markedly
decrease the heliostat base bending moments in the extreme periphery of a
heliostat array. However, wind loads in the first few rows of peripheral
heliostats can actually be increased in regions downstream of sharp corners of
peripheral fences. In addition, in the central portions of field arrays, far
removed from peripheral wind breaks, wind fences provide little protection
from wind loads but mutual flow blockage alleviates the problem. Results
described herein will be limited to Ref. 60, because it is the most complete
study, and includes the accumulated experience of earlier studies.
In Ref. 60~ 1/60 §cale model heliostats were tested for Reynolds numbers
varying from 10 to lO~. The central receiver, or power tower, was not
simulated. Two zones of the heliostat array (Figure 55) were investigated.
Zone A had a land packing factor of 0.36, and Zone B (mixed field array) had
an average packing factor of 0.13; Zone B is far removed from the power tower.
Variables in these tests included wind speed, heliostat elevation angle and
stow configurations, and fence size and spacing relative to the field array.
However, in most cases, the fence permeability (porosity) was 0.32. Effects
of fences internal to the perimeter fence also were studied. Flow visualization
studies were performed to provide qualitative flow-field information. A 1/7
power-law velocity profile [see Equation (2)] was used, typical of flat, open
country (see Figure 6).
Results from Ref. 60 are shown in Figure 56 for Zones A and B (Figure 55)
with and without fences. The effect of the perimeter fence is evident
especially at the outer edge of the array. Base bending moments were lower
and persisted further into the field in the more densely packed Zone A, indi-
cating the greater mutual blocking protection in that zone. In Zone A, with
or without ,a fence, the base bending moment was roughly constant from 25 m
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into the field and inwards. Zone B, however, shows increases in base
bending moment at a point of 75 to 100 m into the field.
Some of the more interesting conclusions of Ref. 60 were: (1) sharp
corners in fences are to be avoided, (2) fences need to be relatively high and
close to the field or their benefit is compromised, (3) fence porosity ranging
from 0.32 to 0.57 had little effect on heliostat loads, (4) little difference
in loads was seen for the stowed conditions of alternate rows at 87-deg and
93-deg pitch angle, and all rows at 90-deg pitch angle, and (5) row alignments
caused noticeable flow channeling, especially for winds out of the west
(Figure 55). Whereas various individual heliostat models were instrumented in
Ref. 60, none of the cases studied involved two adjacent models in series (to
the wind direction) so that downstream flow blockage could be studied directly.
Flow blockage has 'interesting practical implications for aerodynamic loads
because of vortex shedding, turbulence generation, etc. Realizing that a very
large number of parameters and variables are involved, it would be interesting
to know ~nder what conditions, if any, wake interference effects might augment
wind loading effects.
A variety of wind tunnel tests were performed in Ref. 64: static tests
on a 1/20 scale model heliostat, dynamic tests on a 1/3 scale model, tests on
single models in comparison with an array, and tests of a full-scale model.
An interesting difference between results for a single model and an array was
that downstream models in an array were subject to reduced loading (compared
to a single model), but had much higher oscillation amplitudes because of wake
buffeting. Reference 64 is of interest because it is one of the few studies
available that addresses dynamic response of a reflector (heliostat) to wind
loading.
D. VORTEX SHEDDING AND BLOCKAGE INTERFERENCE
It is well known from wind tunnel studies of model buildings, obstacles,
and bluff bodies, e.g., Refs. 132 and 133, that objects in the lee of one another
can experience significant effects in forces and moments.
An interesting study, with application to heliostats, has been performed
to study vortex shedding from a square plate with variable ground spacing, set
normal to the ground and the parallel wind direction (Ref. 134). Because the
boundary layer was very thin in this wind tunnel study, the plate was subject
to an essentially uniform velocity profile. Wake oscillation frequencies were
determined by hot wire anemometer and then cast into the dimensionless shedding
frequency, or Strouhal number. Empirical data correlations successfully
accounted for ground spacing and Reynolds number. Above Re -105 the Strouhal
number approached a constant value (consistent with Ref. 16). Ground spacing
effects became negligible for plates placed at heights greater than half their
breadth from the ground. For this case St-0.l2.
Using the latter result, the wake oscillation frequency is plotted in
Figure 57 versus wind speed for various sizes of square plates. The vortex
shedding frequency increases with wind speed and decreases with plate size.
Shedding frequencies are .of interest when they approach natural vibrational
frequencies of a plate, for then aerodynamic coupling leading to excited
vibrational amplitudes can occur.
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The results of Figure 57 probably can be applied to paraboloidal dishes
with fair approximation. In Ref. 16, it is shown that the drag coefficient of
a variety of body shapes is directly related to the Strouhal number for high
Reynolds numbers. Because the drag of dishes (facing into the wind) is some-
what higher than flat plates (see Figure 19), the corresponding Strouha1 number
is somewhat lower (also see Figure 28). rn Ref. 16, it is suggested that a
universal Strouha1 number exists at high Reynolds numbers regardless of the
body shape. Vortex shedding was discussed previously in Section VI.G.
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SECTION X
ENVIRONMENTAL WIND TUNNELS
A brief discussion will be given of s.imulation requirements and criteria
for testing model man-made structures in laboratory simulation of the atmospheric
boundary layer, and of existing wind tunnel facilities.
A. SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA
Rigorous modeling of the atmospheric boundary layer, and testing of models
therein, require modeling the flow field according to: (1) dynamic similarity
as obtained from the fluid dynamic conservation equations of mass, momentum
and energy, (2) surface boundary-condition similarity, and (3) approach-flow
similarity (Refs. 9 and 135). Some of the dimensionless parameters involve
the Earth's rotation, atmospheric density stratification, and other (probably)
second-order effects. A listing of requirements from Ref. 9 is:
(1) Dynamic Flow Similarity
(a) Undistorted geometry scaling
(b) Equal Rossby number (Earth's rotation)
(c) Equal gross Richardson number (mixing)
(d) Equal Reynolds number (flow)
(e) Equal Prandtl number (gas properties)
(f) Equal Eckert number (heat transfer)
(2) Surface Boundary Condition
(a) Equivalent surface roughness distribution similarity
(b) Preservation of topographic relief
(c) Surface temperature distribution
(3) Approach-Flow Similarity
(a) Distributions of mean and turbulent velocity
(b) Distributions of mean and fluctuating temperatures
(c) Zero longitudinal pressure gradient
(d) Equality of length scales for atmospheric stratification
In addition, there are relative properties of the models that need to be
considered. For example, for tall buildings and towers in dynamic motion,
Refs. 136 and 137 recommend that equality between model and prototype be
preserved in the following dimensionless parameters: (1) frequency ratio:
ratio of natural frequencies about horizontal and vertical axes; (2) ratio of
energy dissipation per cycle to total energy of oscillation; (3) density ratio:
structure to air; and (4) ratio of mean wind velocity to reference oscillation
velocity. The difficulty of elastic modeling of paraboloidal dishes was dis-
cussed previously in Section VI.G.
Finally, there are conditions imposed by the wind tunnel itself that can
affect the model flow field. Blockage results when the model is not small
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compared to the wind tunnel cross-sectional area (Section VI.C); the presence
of the wind tunnel walls can produce three-dimensional disturbances in the
flow field that affect the force and moment measurements.
Not all of the requirements and criteria discussed above can be satisfied
simultaneously in existing laboratory facilities. For steady-state testing of
paraboloidal dish modules in wind tunnels, it probably is sufficient to:
(1) utilize geometric similarity between model and prototype; (2) maintain
Reynolds numbers above Re > 105 based on dish diameter; (3) model a "typical"
time-mean boundary layer, e.g., for flat, open country, 4) preserve the turbu-
lence scale, or fluctuation intensity; and (5) minimize wind tunnel blockage,
or determine the corrections necessary for application to experimental data.
For field arrays, the topographic relief should be preserved with zero longi-
tudinal pressure gradient and, of course, the field packing factor should be
simulated geometrically. Thermal and heat transfer effects probably are
insignificant for most design purposes.
B. EXAMPLES OF EXISTING FACILITIES
The JPL results for paraboloidal dishes (Refs. 5, 13, 70, 71, and 92) were
obtained in an ordinary subsonic wind tunnel located at Northrup Aircraft
Company. This tunnel has a 20-ft-long test section which is rectangular in
cross section, i.e., 7 ft high and 10 ft wide. Tunnel air speeds up to 250 mph
are possible. The JPL dish model (see also Appendix D) had an l8-in. diameter.
Wind tunnel results for the Honeywell tests on heliostat arrays (Ref. 58)
were obtained in the Georgia Institute of Technology (GIT) wind tunnel (Figure
58). The GIT tunnel is a closed-circuit, single-return subsonic tunnel capable
of test section speeds of up to 160 mph. It has a circular test section 9 ft
in diameter and 12 ft long. Boundary layer profiles are adjusted by using
various mesh configurations at the test section inlet.
The Fluid Dynamics and Diffusion Laboratory, at Colorado State University
(CSU), has three wind tunnels used for environmental testing. They are the
meteorological wind tunnel (Figure 59), the environmental wind tunnel (Figure
60), and the industrial aerodynamics wind tunnel. All of these are described
briefly in Ref. 136. The most sophisticated of these is the meteorological
wind tunnel, which has a very long test section (27 m), adjustable ceiling for
pressure gradient control, test section walls that can be heated or cooled, and
provision for heating or cooling return air. The test section is 1.8 m x 1.8 m
square; maximum air speeds up to 30 m/s are attainable.
The CSU environmental wind tunnel (Figure 60) is an induction tunnel
(single pass) with a test section 17.4 m long by 3.7 m wide by 2.4 m high. It
is the simplest of the CSU tunnels and is versatile; there are three turntables
in the floor. The industrial aerodynamics tunnel, not shown here, is less
expensive to operate; it is a conventional closed-loop subsonic tunnel with an
l8.3-m-length test section.
Many other appropriate wind tunnels exist; however, almost none can be
rotated, so that earth rotation cannot be simulated. Rossby number cannot be
simulated; this, however, is not critical. Other facilities exist at the
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University of Toronto, Canada, in Great Britain, in France (Ref. 17), and in
New Zealand (Ref. 138).
Cryogenic wind tunnels have been developed (Refs. 104, 139, and 140) to
exploit the large gains that can be obtained in Reynolds and Grashof numbers
for heat transfer experiments in forced, free, and combined heat convection.
Such tunnels are compact and have low operating costs because of reduced
compression requirements. The University of Illinois tunnel (Figure 61) has
a rectangular test section measuring 0.6 m by 1.2 m. It can achieve Reynolds
numbers greater than 106 and Grashof numbers greater than 1011, values typical
for a central receiver (power tower concept). Some early heat transfer measure-
ments for vertical cylinders in crossflow are presented in Ref. 140. It is
shown in Ref. 141 that turbulent boundary-layer simulation in cryogenic wind
tunnels is not significantly affected by real gas effects. This is comforting
because real gas effects can be difficult to deal with.
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SECTION XI
CONCLUSIONS
A. MAJOR CONCLUSIONS
The major conclusions reached as a result of this study are given below:
(1) Wind 10a4s have a direct influence on the design, cost, performance,
operating and maintenance, safety, survival, and replacement of solar
dish concentrators.
(2) Force and moment wind loads are functions of a large number of
variables that depend on wind conditions as well as the design and
configuration of the concentrator.
(3) Forces and moments depend on the square of the mean wind speed.
Forces are proportional to the dish diameter squared and moments are
propcrtional to the dish diameter cubed.
(4) Wind characteristics are highly nonuniform and random, and are handled
best by statistical approaches; further, wind conditions are highly
site specific. Thus, the selection of the basic design wind speed
is very important for concentrator design. Reliable wind measurements
close to a selected site are highly desirable, and records should
include as many years observation as possible.
(5) The effects of gusts on concentrator wind loads, ,especially moments,
can be considerable. Wind speeds that are averaged over periods of
1 hour are satisfactory for design purposes, except for rapidly
changing weather conditions. Empirical gust reponse factors derived
from the literature can be utilized to assess the effects of gusts
on wind loading.
(6) Reduction of aerodynamic wind loads is possible by applying various
means, e.g., the introduction of porosity into the reflecting surface,
the use of spoilers and fairings, and by shifting the pivot center
of rotation forward of the dish vertex (especially effective for
reducing moment loads). Porosity is most effective near the rim of
the concentrator. Faceted concentrators provide natural wind relief
if air gaps are permitted between adjacent facets. Gap spacing
should be increased with increasing distance from the dish axis.
(7) There are no wind tunnel data available for paraboloidal solar concen-
trators. However, sufficient data are available f.rom model radio
antenna tests to assist in preliminary design. Also, there are no
data available for field arrays of paraboloidal reflectors. Wind
tunnel data for heliostat arrays are available and should be generally
applicable for dish field arrays.
(8) Considerable reductions in wind loads are evidenced in the outer
periphery of concentrators in a field array enclosed by a suitably
designed perimeter fence, or wind break. However, the fence
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influences mainly the outer rows of concentrators and does not
persist far into the field interior.
(9) The selection of basic design wind speed. and the level of wind speed
chosen to permit concentrator performance at acceptable degradation.
will influence the annual operating time at specific sites. Thus.
the annual energy production may depend on wind conditions as well
as annual variations in insolation.
(10) Optical field layout designs for solar concentrators. based on trade-
offs between land packing factors and mUtual concentrator shading.
may not be optimal for local. annual wind conditions.
B. ADDITIONAL CONCLUSIONS
Additional conclusions reached are given below:
(1) The atmospheric surface layer is the region of interest for man-made
structures. For neutrally stable atmospheric conditions. this region
extends to a height above ground of approximately 100 ft to 500 ft
during the daytime and is thinner at night. The atmospheric surface
layer is governed mainly by surface roughness and not by thermal
stratification or the Earth's rotation.
(2) In general. wind speed varies (increases) with height above ground
in the absence of significant vertical motion that might occur in
violent storms.
(3) Power-law models for wind profiles generally are satisfactory for
engineering design purposes. They are valid. however. only for
specific conditions. e.g •• no violent. vertical mixing. They are
applicable even for mature storms.
(4) Most of the available wind tunnel data for model paraboloidal
reflectors (radio antennas) was obtained for steady flow conditions
with a uniform velocity profile of the approaching wind.
(5) Paraboloidal dishes essentially are circular, parabolic-arc airfoils.
and their aerodynamic behavior is interpreted in this light accounting
for ground effects. The larger the f/D. the more they behave like
flat plates. He1iostats behave essentially like flat plates.
(6) Aerodynamic force and moment coefficients vary considerably with wind
angle of attack (elevation and azimuth). and may have positive or
negative values.
(7) The dimensionless aerodynamic coefficients can be determined from
wind tunnel testing and then used to predict forces and moments for
dishes of arbitrary size provided that proper flow modeling is
observed.
(8) To avoid scale effects (Reynolds number). as indicated by experience
with model heliostat testing in wind tunnels. Reynolds numbers greater
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than 105, and preferably 106 , should be preserved in wind tunnel
testing as based on dish diameter. However, testing very small
models at very high wind tunnel speeds is not advisable.
(9) The reader/user of radio antenna wind tunnel testing literature is
cautioned to exercise care to determine exactly which coordinate
systems and sign conventions have been employed in a given reference.
Three different axis systems commonly are utilized: (1) wind-axis,
(2) body-axis, and (3) stability-axis. They are equivalent only
when the elevation and azimuth angles of the dish concentrator are
zero relative to the approaching wind.
(10) Field arrays of dish concentrators may be subject to varying wind
effects depending on wind direction and velocity, field layout pattern,
and land packing factor. If perimeter fences are used for wind
protection, the fences should not have sharp corner junctions, which
can augment wind loads on nearby concentrators.
(11) Little is known about aerodynamics effects for receivers mounted at
the focal plane. Wind loads on the receiver/power conversion unit
structure could augment dish wind loads, especially for small dish
angles of attack relative to the approaching wind vector, or for
grazing flow when the wind approaches the dish edge-on. Wind-flow
patterns over the receiver could have significant effects on aperture
convective heat losses. Because of concentrator blocking, direct
stagnation flow into the receiver cavity cannot occur physically.
(12) A variety of wind tunnel facilities suitable for testing models of
concentrators and field arrays are available at modest test cost.
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SECTION XII
RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of this study, the following recommendations have been made:
(1) The appropriate basic design wind speed for solar concentrators is
the "annual extreme fastest mile" (see Section IV), a statistical
concept based on actual wind measurements and extreme value theory.
Design wind speed should not be based on maximum gust records, which
will lead to over-design.
(2) Basic design wind speeds usually 'are quoted for a height that is
30 ft above ground. Such values easily may be converted to any
desired height by using an appropriate wind profile model, e.g., the
power-law model. The basic design wind speed may be applied to
survival of the reflector in any position (conservative), or to
survival at stow position (optimistic).
(3) For design purposes of a specific concentrator, the basic design wind
speed should be specified at the concentrator centerline when the
elevation angle is zero.
(4) Unless future studies determine otherwise, building code practice
(Section IV.A) should be employed and the return, or recurrence,
period of the basic design speed should be R = 100 years for a plant
lifetime of 30 years.
(5) As soon as reasonably fixed designs for first-generation dish concen-
trators are developed, wind tunnel testing of models is encouraged
and should be supported. Single and field array models should be
tested, and stru~tures at the focal point (receivers/engines) should
be simulated in the model. Such wind tunnel test programs probably
will cost only a small fraction of the concentrator development.
For potential urban sites utilizing roof-top concentrators, model
concentrators should be mounted on model buildings (industrial,
commercial, etc.) to model the selected locale in wind tunnel testing.
(6) Thermal receivers should be studied to determine their contributions
to concentrator wind loads at varying elevation and azimuth angles.
Aperture wind convection losses should be studied theoretically and
experimentally. Aperture convection losses are poorly understood.
(7) Wind conditions, in addition to annual insolation, should be con-
sidered to determine if plant operation time at specific locations
might be affected significantly by winds. At a particular site, for
example, suppose that the frequency of incidence of high winds was
"substantial" during hours of peak insolation. Such a site would
not be the best choice for a solar thermal plant. That is, site-
specific studies should be performed to determine if annual energy
production is impacted significantly by annual, statistical wind
conditions.
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(8) Field layout designs and studies should include prevailing wind
conditions (magnitude, direction, frequency spectrum statistics) in
addition to mutual dish shading and thermal transport (in the case
of process heat). However, to accomplish this, wind tunnel field
array test results first would be required. That is, optimal field
layouts for land utilization from an insolation point of view may not
be optimal for performance and survival in winds.
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Table 1. Preliminary Wind Requirements for the 210-ft-dia
Goldstone Antenna (Reproduced from Ref. 5)
Precision I Precision II Limit operatloll Survival Survival reflector
°raration
°c
atlon drive to stow reflector, 8IIY In atow~tlOIIlui accuracy deara ed accuracy (worst poaitiOIl) poaltiOll (Ze th)
Wind velocity, mph., average velocity
across antenna 30 4S SO 70 120
Associated axis torque from steady-state
wind, reflector in worst position, AZ-2.3 X 10' Az-S.O X 10' ~.4X 10' Az-12.S X 10' AZ-2.7 X 10'
pound·feedt EL-1.9 X 10' EL-4.3 X Ill' EL-S.2 X Ill' EL-IO.3 X Ill' EL-18.8 X 10'*
Trackinl accuracy at O.OOIS' lsec. del. 0,01 0.02
- - -
Surface accuracy, RMS, in., worst p0-
sition includina wind, gravity, and
thermals 0.25 0.37S
- - -
Required axis velocity, at max. wind
torque, deg./sec. O.S 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0
t Torques based on a solid surface for the inner 10S-ft. diameter and a perforated surface * Stow locks may be Used in elevation.
over the outer S2~-ft. radius. -
Table 2. Types of Terrain Grouped According to
Their Aerodynamic Roughness (Adapted
from Ref. 11)
Cateaory DeSCriptlOIl 1 Zon
1 Very lmooth lurfaces: e.g. large expanse I of open 1WIlter; low unlheltel'ed lalanda; tidal fllltS; low- a:s 800lancla Wlrgtn, on the ••
2 Level surfaoel with OIIly low, surface obstruc- 1 900tIonl: e.g. prairie grualand; delert; arctic tundra U
3 Level, or sUgbtJy rolUng surfaces, wfth slightly
larger surface obstructioas: e.g. farmland wfth
...Lvery scattered trees lad buJldfngs, wfthout bedge- 1,000
rowl or other barriers; wasteland with low brush 6.5
or .urface vegetaUon: moorland
4 GenU,. rolUnc, or le.u country wfth low obstruc-
...Ltions and barrier.: e.c. open ftelcla with walls lUId 1,100
hedges lOattered treu and buJlltigl 5.5
5 Rolltng or level IUrfaoc,e broken by mora lIumerous
obltruCtioDs of variOUI Ilzes: e.g. farmlllnd, with 1small tlelds and den.. hedges or barriers; scat- U 1,200tared windbreaks of trees, scattered two-story
bulldfnca
6 RotUng or level surface. uniformly covered wfth 1lIumerous large obau:uctiOllS: e.g. rorest, scrub 3.5 1,350trees, puklaDd
7 Very brokea IIlU'faoe with large obstructions: e.Co
towna; suburbs; outaldrta or large cities; larm- 1 1,500land wfth lIurnerous woods llnd copsea lUld large 3
wtndbraaJc. or tall treetI
8 SurfAce brokeD by extremely lArge obstruotioDS: 1 1 1,800
••,. oeater of larp city 23-1.5
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Table 3. Relation of Atmospheric Stability Conditions to
Weather Conditions (From Ref. 31)
A - Extremely unstable conditions
B - Moderately unstable conditions
C - Slightly unstable conditions
D - Neutral conditions.
E - Slightly stable conditions
F - Moderately stable conditions
Nighttime conditions
Daytime insolation Tbin overcastSurface wind or z 4/8 z 3/8
speed. m/sec Strong Moderate Slight cloudiness+ cloudiness
<2 A A-B B
2 A-B B C E F
4 B B-C C D E
6 C C-D D D D
>6 C D D D D
• Applicable to heavy overcast, day or night.
+ The degree of cloudiness is defined as that fraction of the sky
above the local apparent horizon which 1s covered by clouds.
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•Table 4. Classification of Terrain Effects on Atmospheric
Motions (From Ref. 32)
A,
MACIIOSCAlE GlOIAI.
• MOUNTAINAREA
MllNIH DAY
SUITROl'IeAl, ,IT SIMAMS
Q.OIAI. WINO 'AmAHS
lDNG-WAI/£ R'DClS AND TROUCHS
HOUR MINUTt
1f1~---1----I-----4-----lI-----+---~--~
STORM IRAClS
MONSOONS
CYQ.ON€S AND
ANTICYQ.0NE5
ttlt-----+----+----I----4----4----+---~
'S'INOI'T1C'
MESOSCAlE
•
MOUNTAIN-
VAlUY"'lAIHI
lASIN
'StAND
CLIFfS
MlCllOSCAlE IllSAS
• ltRJACESCAP
CLIFfS
MlClOSCAt.£ tAll« ROl/ClftI(S
• nus
TllUS
.'CllOSCAlE VEC[fATION
, SMALL
ROJIGK'j£SS
GOCIAI.
OlltNCSXI IANIIfORM
aASS,nCATION oa
IOUQNSS
a.'MA1Ul.OGlCAl
SCAU
I SYNOI'T1C ANIl, MESO I
II'lAHETARY SCAlIi SCAlE I MICROSeAlf
, I I
I 'I
~ ~.
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Table 5. aFactors Considered in American and Foreign National Standards
Factors Considered
WINDSPEED
ANSI A58.1-1972 Australian British Canadian
Reference speed
Variation with
height
Terrain roughness
Local terrain
I-'
If GUSTS
00
Fastest mile Two-second gust Two-second gust Mean hourly
Yes Yes Yes Yes
'Three Four Four Three
None Yes Yes None
Magnitude
Spatial
Correlation
Gust frequency
WIND PRESSURE
Pressure
coefficients
Gust response
factor
Parts and portions
Dynamic considera-
tion for hlb ) 5
Tables, te:lCt
Gust Speed
Reduction for
large area
Dynamic considera-
tion for hlb ) 5
Tables in
Appendix, includes
sketches
Gust Speed
None
Dynamic considera-
tion not included
Tables, includes
sketches
Gust effect factor
Gust effect factor
Dynamic considera-
tion for hlb ) 4
or for h ) 400 ft
Figures and tables
in commentaries
aAdapted from Ref. 46
Table 6. Comparison of Reference Wind Speeds in National Standardsa
Reference Windspeed ANSI A58.1-1972 Australian British Canadian
Averaging time Fastest mile 2-3-sec. 2-sec. Mean hourly
gust gust average
Equivalent reference 100 mph 118 mph 118 mph 78 mph
windspeed to fastest (161 km/h) (190 km/h) (190 km/h) (126- km/h)
mile 100 mph
(161 km/h)
Table 7. aLevels of Approaches Permitted in National Standards
Levels of Approaches ANSI A58.1-1972 Australian British Canadian
Tables or simple Yes Yes Yes Yes
procedures
Detailed procedures Yes No No Yes
Wind tunnel No Yes Yes Yes
References No Yes No No
aAdapted from Ref. 46
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Table 8. Criteria in Use (Circa 1980) for the Design of Solar
Concentrators/Collectors (Adapted from Ref. 67)
Collector
Technology Heliostats(a) Troughs(b) Dishes(c)
Photovoltalc(d)
Arrays (Nontracking)
(stowed) (stowed) Based on 100-yr
35 (80) 44 (l00) mean recurrence at site
11 (25) 16 (36) Based on 25-yr
mean recurrence at site
22 (50) 16 (36) Not applicable
Maximum survival wind
speed, mls(mph)
Design wind speed for
normal operation, mls (mph)
Maximum wind speed during
which collector must track,
m!s(mph)
Stated or implied mean
recurrence internal, yr
:Reference 97.
Reference 98.
cReference 99.
dRecommendation 1n Reference 100.
(stowed)
40 (90)
12 (27)
22 (50)
100
(extreme)
25
ground mounted
50
roof mounted
(extreme)
100
(extreme)
25
(operating)
100
(extreme)
Table 9. Typical Maximum Force and Moment Coefficients Determined
Experimentally for Various Solar Collectors Subjected to
Wind Loadinga,b (Adapted from Ref. 67)
Coefficient
Lateral Load
e" (II • 0·)
Co (8 • 180·)
Llft Load
<1. (II • 0·)
Moment Coefficient
Gof (8· 0°)
z
Gof (II • 180°)
Flat Plate [lOlJ Hel10stat [61J Trough [S4J c Dish [72J d
1.2 1.18 1.44 1.5
1.2 1.0 1.05 1.0
0.90 0.90 2.0 0.25-0.30f
(a • 155·) (a • 155°) (0 • 150·)
-0.90 -0.90 -1.2 -1.4
(a • 35°) (0 • 35·) (a • 30°) (a • 35°)
-0.12 -0.21 -0.30 -0.05
(a • 30·) (a • 30°) (0 .4So ,180·)e (a • 40°)
0.12 0.13 0.175 +0.12
(0 • -30°) (0 • 30°) (a • 30 0 )e (a • 0·)
aSee Fla. 47 for definitions of geometry and force d1.rections.
~oments are taken with respect to the attachment or pivot point, which for simpl1d,ty is
assumed co1.ncident with the center (1.n the hellostat case) or the surface apex (In the ~lsh
and trough cases). In real hardware cases, there will be some amount of offset, which must
be carefully considered. Further, data very often is given for moments at the base of the
structure. In this case, the resulting 1II0ments from the 11ft and lateral loads lIlUst also
be considered. For exa~ple, see Ref. 61.
c90· rIm angle length/aperture. 3.75.
d7S• rim angle, dish depth/diameter· 0.20.
eThese relatively high v:alues for the pitching moment appear to be caused primarily by
combination of boundary layer and ground effects.
f See Refs. 44 (pp. 294-295) and 102 (pp. 3-48).
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Table 10. Chronology of Heliostat Wind Tunnel Tests (Adapted from Ref. 62)
I-'
W
I
I-'
I-'
DATE
Nov 1975
June 1976
June 1977
August 1977
Jan 1978
July 1978
Dec 1978
Feb 1979
Ongoing
Proposed
CONTRACTOR
Martin Marietta
EY-77-C-03-1110
MCDonnell Douglas
EY-76-C-03-1108
Honeywell
EY-76-C-03-1109
Boeing
EY-76-C-03-1111
Honeywell
EY-76-C-03-1109(14)
MDAC
EY-76-C-03-II08(20)
Sandia Livermore
Martin Marietta
DE-AC03-76ET20422
Texas Tech
EG-77-C-O1-3974
Task VII
McDonnell Douglas
FACILITY
CSU
Industrial
Douglas
GIT
9-ft Subsonic
U of Washington
GIT
9-ft Subsonic
CSU
Meteorological
NASA
40 x 80 ft
CSU
Environmental
Texas Tech
M.E. Blower
CSU
Environmental
SCALE
1/10
1/10
1/10
1/30
1/30
1/22
Full
1/60
1/22
1/22
COMMENTS
PDR Work
PDR Work
Test of SRE
Model
PDR Work
PDR Work
Fence Study
(Ref. 58)
Fence Study
$50K (Ref. 59)
MDAC Prototype
$12K (Ref. 61)
Array Study
$62K (Ref. 60)
Vortex Shedding
$31K
Profile Effects
$21K

MINOR DAMAGE
COMPLETE DAMAGE
a. WIND PRESSURE V5 WIND VELOCITY
REPAIR COST
IN DOLLARS
b. OCCURRENCE PROBABILITY OF WIND VELOCITY
AND REPAIR COST ESTIMA TES
Figure 1. Probability Scenario of Antenna Wind Damage
(Adapted from Ref. 6)
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Figure 2. Typical Planetary Boundary Layer for Rough
Surfaces (Based on Data in Ref. 9)
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Figure 3. Velocity Profile Related to Paraboloidal Antennas
(From Ref. 13)
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Figure 5. Change of Velocity with Height Over
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CURVE A--- EXPRESSION PROPOSED IN REF. 17:
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Figure 48. Maximum Drag Per Unit Area. qCD• vs Wind Speed
Showing Typical Collector Design Criteria (Drag
Coefficients) from Table 9 (From Ref. 66)
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Figure 54. Streamline Patterns for Flow Over Solid
and Permeable Wind Breaks
(Adapted from Ref. 130)
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Zones Selected for Model Wind Tunnel Testing
(From Ref. 60)
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Figure 56. Wind Tunnel Results for Model Heliostat Array. Base
Bending Moments (Averaged) vs Distance into the
Field, With and Without Perimeter Fences (Wind Breaks)
(From Ref. 60)
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APPENDIX A
WIND DATA FOR EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE AND OTHER SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SITES
Air Weather Service data for Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB) for the years
1961 through 1972 has been examined (Ref. 45) and some results are presented in
Figure A-I. Measurements were made at 13 ft above ground. Figure A-la shows
that the mean wind speed is most likely to achieve maximum values in late
afternoon (about 4 pm) during the late Spring months. This 'is evident again in
Figure A-lb, which shows that winds in the 17- to 2l-knot range tend to occur
in late afternoon. A gust record is shown in Figure A-Ic, which indicates a
peak gust of 56 knots (64.5 mph) out of the NNE during the year 1971. As
mentioned in the text, peak gusts should not be used for basic wind speed, or
design speed. Figure A-ld shows operation time as function of design speed.
(It was unclear to this author whether "operation time" referred to 24-hour
periods or to sunny, daylight hours only.) A system would be operational
about 90% of the time for design speeds between 10.8 knots and 15.4 knots
(12.4 to 17.7 mph). Figure A-ld is comparable in magnitudes and shape with
the SOLMET correlations of insolation and wind speed (Ref. 29). For all 26
SOLMET stations surveyed, 97% of the available direct insolation occurred at
wind speeds of 34 mph or less (approx. 29 knots). Figure A-ld indicates better
than 99% operation for this wind speed.
The data for EAFB shown in Figure A-2 (from Ref. 60) is presented dif-
ferently but, in general, tends to corroborate the previous data. Note that
the percent of time of all wind velocities, in various months, is dominated by
winds from the SSW to SW (Figure A-2d); however, peak gusts tend to come from
the NNE (Figure A-lc). The EAFB data of F1,gure A-2 refers also to measure-
ments at 13 ft above ground and could be the same data examined in Ref. 45;
however, this is by no means certain.
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Figure A-2. Wind Data for Three Southern California Sites (From Ref. 60)

APPENDIX B
BASIC WIND SPEEDS FOR THE UNITED STATES
Airport wind measurements observed over many years have been analyzed to
determine basic wind speed (design speeds) derived from the annual extreme
fastest-mile speed. In general, a 1/7 power-law velocity profile is appropriate
for airports which, usually, are located in flat, open country (Figure 5, of
text). Some results (reproduced from Ref. 40) are shown in Figures B-1, B-2,
and B-3 for mean recurrence periods of 100, 50, and 25 years, respectively.
All data have been standardized to a reference height above ground of 30 ft.
Reading these figures, it may be determined that the basic wind speeds for
Edwards Air Force Base, California, are approximately 70, 65, and 50 mph for
R values of 100, 50, and 25 years, respectively.
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APPENDIX C
APPROXIMATE WIND FORCE RATIOS FOR A SQUARE PLATE
Wind forces are proportional to the dynamic pressure Pv 21Z where P is
air density and V is time-averaged wind speed. Consider a square plate with
basic dimension L mounted vertically, with a variable ground spacing which is
a fraction b of the basic dimension, i.e., g • bL. The center of the plate is
located at a height g + LIZ above ground. Assumfng, for a moment, that the
force coefficient is unity, the integrated wind force is:
Force • !(PV2/Z)dA
where the differential area dA is Ldz. For a power-law wind velocity profile
V • Bzl/n, where B • constant,
Force •
f. S+LForce. (PLB2/2) g (z)2/ndz
n P LBZ [(bL + L)(n+2)/n - (bL)(n+2)/nJ
Z(n+Z)
(C-l)
At the centerline V aVo, at z • S + L/2, so that the force corresponding
to Vo is:
ForceCL •
ForceCL •
ForceCL •
(pV 2/2)L2o
( PB2L2/2)(z )2/no
(PB2L2/2)(bL + L/2)2/n
(C-2)
The ratio of Equation (C-l) to Equation (C-2) is
Ratio = n { [(1 + b)(~) - (b/~)J }
(n + 2) (1/2 + b?/n
which is plotted in Figure 17a of the text.
(C-3)
If the total force is based on Vmax which occurs at the top of the plate
where z • g + L, the force 1s:
(C-4)
C-l
and the ratio of Equation (C-4) to Equation (C-2) is:
Ratio • [(1 + b)/(1/2 + b)J2/n
which is plotted in Figure 17b of the text.
C-2
(C-S)
APPENDIX D
SELECTED WIND TUNNEL RESULTS OF THE MODEL
GOLDSTONE RADIO ANTENNA
Extensive wind tunnel results for a model of the 210-ft-dia Goldstone
radio antenna are given in Ref. 13. In addition to investigation of the basic
configuration, effects were measured for: (1) alidade contributions,
(2) changes in reflector support structure, (3) changes in base configuration,
(4) boundary-layer velocity profile, and (5) axial loads on quadripod legs.
Most of the data were taken using the normal wind tunnel boundary layer (thin
compared to the reflector diameter); some data were taken using an approximate
1/7 power velocity profile. Only results for the basic configuration are
presented here.
Model Description
Size: 18-in.-dia dish (paraboloidal)
Scale factor: 1/140
hiD = 0.149, flD = 0.420
Outer 25% of dish radius had 25% porosity
Dish centerline: located 0.535 dia above tunnel floor
Moment center: located 0.142 dia aft of reflector vertex
Air (Wind) Conditions
Wind speed: 242 mph = 355 ftlsec
Dish Reynolds number: 3.4 x 106
Boundary layer: normal wind tunnel, and 1/7 power-law profile
Data Reduction
Stability-axis system (Figure. 21)
Dynamic pressure: at dish centerline
Corrected for wind tunnel blockage
Results for the three force coefficients and the three moment coefficients
are shown in Figures D-l through D-6, for the basic configuration. Peak values
for the axial and lateral force coefficients, and the yaw (pitch) moment
coefficient occurred at 5-deg elevation angle (probably 0 deg, actually). Peak
coefficient values occurred at elevation angles of 50 deg, 60 deg, and 75 deg
for lift, pitch-moment, and roll-moment, respectively. Note that, with exception
of the lateral force coefficient, all coefficients exhibited both positive and
negative values.
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(From Ref. 13)
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APPENDIX E
WIND TUNNEL RESULTS OF A FULL-SCALE HELIOSTAT
Some force and moment coefficient data are available for a single, full-
scale heliostat that was tested in the large NASA Ames wind tunnel (Ref. 61).
The prototype McDonnell Douglas/DOE flat-plate he1iostat has a wind specification
of 50 mph maximum operational velocity (including gusts) and a maximum survival
velocity of 90 mph (including gusts), both referenced to a 30-ft height above
ground; compare these values with Figure 18.
The force and moment data were taken at the base (see Figure E-l, which
shows the coordinate system). The angle of attack a is the elevation angle and
e is the azimuth angle; the heliostat is normal to the wind when a • 90 deg.
Test Reynolds number was about 6.5 x 106. Lift and drag coefficient data are
shown in Figures E-2 and E-3, respectively. Reference to calculations based
on data from the American Society of Civil Engineers (Ref. 101) is denoted by
"ASCE Data," where A denotes the aspect ratio of a rectangular plate. Positive
and negative stall occur when the angle of attack is about 30 deg and 150 deg,
respectively. As the angle of attack approaches 90 deg (zero lift), it is
seen in Figure E-3 that the mirror drag is best represented by two flat plates
with aspect ratio of A = 3. (See Figure E-l.)
Base moment coefficients are shown for two azimuth angles in Figures E-4
and E-5. With the mirror side to the flow (Figure E-4) , it is seen that the
pitch-moment is closely approximated by flat-plate data. Departures are seen,
however, when the structural side is toward the wind (Figure E-S),and more
turbulence is generated in the range of a from 25 deg to 45 deg where the maxi-
mum lift is generated.
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APPENDIX F
ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR A SECOND-GENERATION HELIOSTAT
Work on second-generation heliostats performed for DOE by Northrup. Inc ••
is reported in Ref. 65. This later design is different than shown in Figure E-1
(Appendix E); it is not designed to stow facing downward and therefore does not
have the vertical gap seen in Figure E-1. The angle of attack used in Ref. 65
is equivalent to 90 deg minus the angle of attack used in Ref. 61. In this
Appendix. the same manner of plotting data is used as was employed in Appendix E.
Reference 65 reports wind load calculations based on the ASCE methods
of Ref. 101; these methods also were used in Ref. 61 (see Figures E-2 through
E-5).
Analytical wind force coefficients (Ref. 65) are shown in Figure F-l.
The pressure coefficient and the maximum base moment coefficient are shown in
Figure F-2. The maximum base moment. in this case. occurs with a rearward
wind. i.e •• the structure side of the heliostat faces the wind, which is com-
parable to Figure E-5. The agreement of the data shown in Figure F-l with the
data of Figures E-2 and E-3 is reasonably good. The same is true of the data
for moment coefficient. Figure F-2 and Figure E-S.
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